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The Hunter Machines

Introduction
The following paper is an adaptation of a presentation and its associated paper originally intended for the NAMHO 2014 Conference at
Bangor. The original paper I submitted had to be severely edited for the proceedings as it was too long. What follows is a revised and
slightly expanded version of the original with some additional biographical information which has since come to light.
It looks at the stone working machines of James and George Hunter, their application and use. These include: James’ original stone
planer, and sleeper block boring machine; their large replaceable tool saws; George’s further development of the replaceable tool and his
association in the North Wales slate industry with William Fothergill Cooke of telegraph fame developing wider uses such as decorative
dressing, undercutting and tunnelling. Many Hunter machines were made by Archibald Munro & Co. of the Arbroath Foundry and were
considered to have been a major factor in the expansion of the Scottish granite industry. Until the use of diamond saws and electric power
became widespread, the Hunter saws and their derivatives were the only machines which could handle large stone with comparative ease.
The cover images are two contemporary illustrations of the models used by W.F.Cooke in his talk to the RSA in 1867.

The Hunter Machines
James Hunter was born about 1806, in Arbroath. His father was a reed and shuttlemaker, also thought to be named James. Unfortunately,
James Hunter being a common name combination, I have been unable to pin this down any further. It is possible that his mother was
called Elizabeth Allan. His obituary of 1857 [1] tells us that : “about thirty years ago, while working with his brothers in the shop of his
father, who was a reed and shuttlemaker, Hunter’s genius attracted the attention of our eminently scientific neighbour, Mr Lindsay
Carnegie of Kinblethmont, who engaged him to superintend some works he was meditating on his estate at Leysmill, then a hamlet
consisting of one or two houses. These works simply commenced with a sawmill for cutting up timber, and eventually were developed into
a populous village, and the famous Leysmill quarries, with all the inventions and appliances of mechanics for working and dressing their
produce, which have long been in operation there. “ So James was about 20 at the start of this. In 1831 he married Jane Key, of Arbroath,
and they lived at Leysmill [2].
Much of the stone at Leysmill was not of the best quality for pavement work and needed a lot of hand dressing and time to make it
saleable, and in the early 1830s James set about trying to develop a mechanical means of planing it smooth. Encouraged by Lindsay
Carnegie, the machine was perfected and patented in 1835 [3]. James called it a “Power Stone Planer” – it was driven by means of belts
from any suitable power. James used a steam engine, which he used to drive the six planing machines that were in use by the time the
patent was granted as well as two inclined planes in the quarry, one to haul up the stones from the quarry, and the other to haul the waste
up onto a tip.[4] The planing machine, manufactured by the Munro Company, of Arbroath Foundry, was a great success and was described
in the journals of the time and at meetings of important institutions, a working model of it was displayed at the Adelaide Gallery in
London for “Public Amusement”! [5] The machine was widely adopted in the pavement quarries of Arbroath and elsewhere in the country
as well as in Sweden.[6]
The planing machine drew on the various “technologies” with which James was familiar. It combined the reciprocating action of a manual
wood plane, the basic hand tools of the mason and regulated its action with mechanisms to be found on a weaving loom.
It consisted of a reciprocating box girder frame about 18 feet long, supported by pairs of wheels on fixed stands one either side of the
working space. This was somewhat over six feet wide to accommodate the stone carrying tables which moved under and at right angles to
the girder frame. In the centre of either side of the frame was a vertical slide, whose positions were adjusted by screwed rods and handles
which rose above the frame. The tools, which were essentially the same as the mason’s roughing punch and broad finishing chisel, were
mounted in tubes as tool holders at the lower end of what James called “cant blocks,” and which were able to pivot through a small angle
on a stud on the vertical slide. Two tools were mounted on each block, the “roughing” tools on one side of the girder and the finishing
tools on the other, two tools were needed in each case, one for cutting in either direction. The finishing tool holders were given a
rotational adjustment to ensure that the broader headed tools were flat. The cant blocks were pivoted so that they could tilt one way to
lower one tool for working and raise the other clear, and tilt the opposite way for working in the opposite direction. Long rods connected
the cant blocks on each side to a cross bar which passed through short slots in the girder frame sides towards one end. This was attached to
a movable bar which was free to slide within the girder frame over a short distance in the same direction as the motion of the frame itself.
The bottom of this bar carried a rack, which meshed with a pinion driven from the main gearing. The movement of the bar was just
sufficient to tilt the cant blocks between their extreme positions.
Power to the planer was provided in a conventional fashion from line shafting via a flat and crossed or twisted belt to two loose pulleys,
thus providing both a forward and reverse drive. A simple double clutch mechanism allowed either pulley to be clutched into the gear
train to drive the planer, with a “neutral” central position in which neither clutch was connected. The clutch lever could either be operated
manually, or, in the normal course of operation, it was moved automatically from one direction to the other by studs on the side of the
girder frame striking a second lever at the end of each “stroke” of the planer.
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Starting from rest, for a fresh stone, with the girder fully over to one side, manually engaging the clutch would start the gearing up and
cause the pinion under the girder to turn, this would move the rack bar over its short travel, tilting the cant blocks and the tools into a
working position ½ to 1 inch below the unplaned surface of the stone to be worked on. Further rotation of the pinion would then drive the
girder forward, and strike the stone with the roughing tool. As the girder reached the end of its six foot “stroke,” a stud would strike the
clutch lever and engage the reverse drive. The final pinion would rotate in the opposite direction and move the rack bar to its other
extreme position, tilting the cant blocks the other way and bringing the other tools into position. Further rotation would drive the girder
back towards its starting position. Again at the end of this stroke, a stud would strike the clutch lever, the drive would be reversed and so it
would continue until the clutch was moved manually into the “neutral” position.
The stones were carried under the girder frame on iron reinforced wooden tables which ran on fixed wheels, very similar to the
arrangements for timber saws. On the underside of each table was a rack bar which engaged with a pinion and shaft immediately below
the girder. The shaft was connected to a ratchet and pinion arrangement at the opposite side of the planer to the gearing, and a lever
attached to the ratchet extended up in such a position that at the end of each double “stroke” when the girder returned to its starting
position, yet another stud on the girder struck the lever and moved the pinions, advancing the table beneath the girder and bringing fresh
rock in front of the tools. After several such double strokes, the stone would have advanced sufficiently for the finishing tools to come into
play and smooth off the planing done by the roughing tools. Equally, at the “end” of the stone the roughing tools would complete several
stokes with no work before the finishing tools had themselves finished. A hand wheel allowed the ratchet to be disengaged and the tables
wound on or back. See figure 1 for the general arrangement.
The planer exemplified several of what were to become the characteristics of the Hunter machines.
i.)
the tools were easily replaceable
ii.)
the action of the machine replicated or emulated the actual actions of the masons
iii.)
it enabled stone to be worked which would otherwise have gone to waste
iv.)
it worked on stone where the amount removed to achieve the results was not a factor, that is, the basic value of the material
was low, it was the finished product which had the value
Intriguingly James added a lathe to the table which thus enabled him to use the planer to turn stones to produce vases, and even church
fonts! [7]
James’ first son was called George, and born in 1831, followed by Peter (b.1833), Helen (b.1835), Jane (b.1837), Elizabeth (b.1839) and
Mary (b.1841) In 1841 on census day, the youngest three were living with their parents in Leysmill, while the elder three were living with
Jane’s parents at Park Street in Arbroath, perhaps so they could attend school ? [8]
In the 1830s, many railways used stone blocks to support the rails, instead of timber sleepers. These had to be dressed to give a flat space
on the top, and holes bored for wooden plugs which enabled the railway “chairs” which held to the rails to be fastened down. In 1838
James patented his next invention, a pair of machines which basically mechanised the two jobs. [9] I have been unable so far to identify the
actual patent numbers. These were again a great success, but the days of stone sleepers were quite short.
Both machines were operated manually by repeatedly winding on and off a large diameter handle, rather like the weighted lever of a
printing press, and used coarse drill bits and scrapers which again “chipped” off the bits of stone to achieve their end, much as the masons
did. See figure 2 for their appearance.
The model of the planing machine was again in evidence at the London Exhibition of 1851, which had itself come about as the result of an
idea by one William Fothergill Cooke, who we shall meet again later.[10]
A fifth daughter, Jemima, was born in 1844, and it may be that as a result of this, Jane Hunter, James’ wife died and so in 1845 he married
again, this time to Christian (or Christina) Ramsay, of Edinburgh. [11] They had a further five children, James (b.1846), Christina
(b.1848), Jessie (b.1850), John(b.1853) and Robina (b.1855) [12] George (and James) seem to have inherited their father’s mechanical
gifts, and in the late 1840s George joined his father in the quarry workshop. The 1851 census gives his trade as “Mechanic.” Between
them they worked on the next invention, this time for a saw to cut stone blocks.
It is not hard to see how the 1835 planer could be made to cut stone. By disengaging the table advance and lowering the vertical slide, the
roughing tools would gradually cut a coarse slot across the stone. However, the form of the tools was not ideal for this purpose and neither
was the way in which they were held. What was required was both a new tool and a new holder which would still be easily replaceable,
but which would not jam in the slot it cut and make a “clean” cut.
We do not know exactly how the Hunters arrived at their final tool, but we can make some educated guesses, the first is that the trial
machine was a heavily modified planer, and thus that the initial cutter movement was reciprocating rather than circular. The tool holder
had to be smaller/narrower than the cutting “head” of the tool so that it could follow the tool along the cut without jamming. The tool
holder had to be easily replaceable and able to withstand the impact of the cutting/chipping action. The arm which supported the tool
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holder had to be of a similar thickness to the tool holder and tall enough to clear whatever depth of rock the tools were intended to cut.
The arm – really a modified cant block - would have to be able to hold two tool holders, one for each direction of cut. We can thus
conjecture that the trial machine had a single vertical slide, and a single cant block, vertically longer than before, with at the bottom two
sockets of some kind to receive both tool holders and their tools. The final patent referred to using malleable iron as the material into
which the tool holders fitted, so that if it was damaged by contact with the rock it could be easily reshaped, this would seem a reasonable
material for the trial also. Presumably many types of tool holder and tool shapes were tried before the final form was adopted. One might
imagine that a circular form of tool was one which seemed subject to least wear, and had the additional advantage that as the working
edge became blunted, it could be turned in its socket and used a second or third time even, before having to be removed for sharpening.
After much trial and the assistance of the Munros again, the new “Stone-Cutting Machine” was patented in 1855. [13] It is said that most
of the work in developing it was due to George – but this may well have come about because of James’ injury. Again, his obituary put it
this way: “In the outset of his career, he had the misfortune to lose a leg through the machinery of the sawmill being inadvertently set in
motion while he was adjusting something about the saw. The laceration which the limb sustained rendered amputation necessary. Hunter,
we have heard, with the nearly severed limb dangling, came hopping on the other leg out of the mill with great stoicism. This accident,
alone, may be said to have confined him to our neighbourhood, and prevented him being in the heart of trade, and where engineering
works of great importance and magnitude were to be done; and, although he seemed to completely recover the shock , and the loss of this
accident, yet we believe he suffered more or less in consequence ever after.” [14]
The most significant part of the invention was not that it was a circular saw for stone – that had been tried before – but the replaceable
steel teeth, rather like a golf-tee in shape which were fitted in sockets round the edge, and which chipped away at the stone as it turned,
rather than trying to grind at it. It cut faster, more easily, and much more quietly than any previous saw, and again was widely publicised
in both the local press and via syndication across the country.
The stone cutting machine was remarkable in several ways, and although it resembled a conventional circular saw for wood, the axle of
the “cutting disc” being mounted below a movable table, the differences were marked. Considerable gearing was needed to reduce the
speed of line shafting to that of the disc. By trial and error, the Hunters had determined that the best “tool speed” – in all probability
derived from their planer experiments – was between 20 and 30 feet per minute. The cutting disc of the first machine was fully eleven feet
in diameter, with the tool holders so spaced out around the periphery that there was room between them to insert or remove a tool from its
holder without disturbing any others. Thus the tool holders were at least six inches apart, giving 24 - 30 tools on a disc of this size – and
by implication a rotational speed of around 1 revolution per minute. This explains the “quietness” of the machine – it made a chip – chip –
chip noise as the disc rotated and each tooth was brought into play.
The tables were of iron and slotted to take clamps for holding down the massive stones. Each table was driven by a pair of pinions which
engaged with twin racks on the undersides of each table so that the tables, one either side of the cutting disc, moved in unison. Concerned
that such a large disc might encounter material at its periphery to deflect it, the patent provided for a pair of supporting wheels under the
table near the periphery bearing on each side of the disc to keep it aligned correctly. Figure 3 shows the general arrangement of a wood
framed saw, while figure 4 shows the detail of the tool and holder.
The first machine was demonstrated at the Leysmill quarry, and cut through stone at a rate of seven horizontal inches per minute. Two
men were required to attend the machine, “their principal work being the adjusting of the stone being operated upon, the taking of it away,
and the looking out for another.” [15] Another comment was “it requires no skilled person to work it, as any labourer can turn or replace
the tools, they being completely self adjusting.” [16]
George, no doubt due to his father’s injury, appears to have worked as a “mobile installer” for the planing and then the cutting machines,
travelling wherever was necessary to install and set up the machines, and most probably teaching those who were to use it what to do, to
look after and maintain it, and so on. There were no instruction manuals in those days, of course. Thus it was in 1856 that George found
himself in Bixslade, in the Forest of Dean, on the Welsh border, where the owners of the Bixslade quarry, having heard of the cutting
machine, had travelled up to Arbroath to see one in action and then had one built for them by one Goodfellow “of the same town.” [17]
Now which town was meant I have been unable to determine. The result was that when the installation was complete, the owners asked
George to stay on and manage the works, so he settled down in Coleford.
Sadly, the following year James died, his obituary commenting, and referring to the loss of his leg mentioned earlier: “we fear that the
injury which his constitution then sustained contributed to the undermining of his health, which has given way while he was yet in middle
life. We trust the benefit of his inventions will be secured to the very numerous family whom his death has deprived of their head and
supporter.” [18]
Christian stayed on for some years in Leysmill, but eventually moved to 26 Ladybridge Street in Arbroath where her son John became a
“Shopman Grocer” – Christina apparently living off an “income from property.” [19]
Just before his move to the Forest of Dean, George had devised a further machine , for “Ridge Dressing” – that is, it cut the stones used
for the ridge of a roof, basically an upside down V. This employed two saws at right angles, and could make the ridge pieces directly from
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the stone blocks. [20] Apparantly only two were manufactured, naturally by Munros. I have been unable to find any patent application for
this. During his time in the Forest of Dean, George kept in contact with the Munros, possibly still acting as a peripatetic installer and
technical instructor and worked hard at his great scheme for a universal stone working machine which could do almost anything with
stone that had previously been done by hand.
In 1859 George married Eliza Brown, the daughter of a local Coal Agent. She was 18, he was 27. Their first children, Peter and George
were born in Bakers Hill, where George and Eliza lived two doors away from her parents. [21] Peter was born in late 1860, George in early
1862, but curiously the baptism records reverse this, giving George in March 1862, and Peter in April 1862. Perhaps it was pointed out to
them that they hadn’t had Peter baptised when they should have? [22]
It was also in April 1862 that the George’s new stone working machine was finally patented.[23] the machine came to life in Munro’s
Arbroath Foundry yard before an invited crowd of Quarrymasters, Builders and other dignitaries from the local area, Forfar, Dundee and
as far afield as Edinburgh. George, naturally present at the launch, among the usual toasts that accompanied the luncheon, remarked that
“he had done his part, the builders would not (he hoped) fail in doing theirs.” [24] The machine continued to be demonstrated to the many
who wished to see it for almost a month. So impressed were the Association of Builders from Dundee that they proposed and indeed set
up a “Dundee Stone-Cutting Company, Limited” to purchase and use one and then more of George’s machines to supply the building
trade. George actually had an engagement “for a lengthened period to erect several of his machines on the Continent, and was about to
depart this country for that purpose” when he was prevailed upon by the builders of Edinburgh to remain for a year “in order to
superintend the erection of the machines which they have ordered, and also to superintend the erection of those to be procured by the
Dundee Association.” [25] I have not yet found any further trace of either company. Either this continental travel of George was a bit of
kite flying, or he must have had a very good and flexible arrangement with his employers at Bixslade!
The 1862 patent described three machines – two were basically variations of the same machine, while the third was much different – and
also described a new form of the tool. Instead of being circular, the new form was horseshoe shaped. This was achieved by bending a
piece of flat steel and was the first of a continuous path of change in which the idea was to make the actual tool easier and cheaper to
produce as well as easier to replace. A modified form of tool holder was also described which allowed a certain degree of movement of
the toolholder in its location All three machines combined Hunter cutting tools with what had become conventional planing tool boxes.
In the 1840s and into ‘50s, several stone working machines had come into general use which were not actually patented because they were
based on combinations of existing methods or devices. One was the circular “iron saw” invented by John Whitehead Greaves, of the
Llechwedd quarry in Ffestiniog which combined a coarse circular iron blade with its axle beneath a split iron table. The table was moved
initially by chain and later by rack and pinion – indeed the method of moving the table and reversing it became the subject of a number of
patents. The saws were noisy and the blades frequently required sharpening, typically twice a day or more, but they were cheap although
they could not compete with the 1855 Hunter patent in terms of the speed of cutting nor the thickness of blocks which they could handle.
In the same period, stone or slate planing machines were introduced which used a simple straight blade, held in a “toolbox” this could be
moved from side to side across the machine and adjusted in height. They were based on the standard metal working plane. A table similar
in every way apart from not having a split to the iron saw table was driven under the planing tool, which stripped off a layer of the stone.
George thus combined his cutting discs with this conventional “straight” planing tool for he was not unaware that the effect of the cutting
disc tools was to leave a pronounced curved “lay” where they cut through the stone, and the planing tools were intended to remove this,
where necessary.
The first major change introduced by the patent was to move the driving axle from beneath the table to above it, and to provide it with
vertical movement. To accommodate the planing tools George arranged for a double sided machined bar to be placed across the machine,
parallel to the driving axle and mounted so that the two moved vertically together. On the side away from the driving axle dovetail slots
on the face of the bar allowed the planing toolboxes to be moved from side to side, their positions being adjusted by means of a handle on
each toolbox which turned a pinion engaged with a rack along the length of the bar.
George intended for the two cutting discs not only to be mounted vertically, as in his ridge dressing machine, but wanted them capable of
being individually and independently positioned at any angle relative to one another and to the stone to be worked on. This was achieved
as follows:
The axle had a keyway along its length. Two bevel wheels were mounted on the axle and keyed so that they rotated with it, but were free
to slide along it as well. They were each held captive by a cast “hub” which ran along machined dovetailed grooves on the opposite side
of the bar to the planer toolboxes. It is not clear how they were fixed in position, there being no handles or rack on that side, but it seems
likely that they were effectively clamped by tightening set screws on a cotter which ran along the topmost groove. Cast as part of the hub
was a stub axle which extended horizontally. This supported a bevel gear cylinder, the teeth on the inner end engaging with the smaller
bevel gear on the axle. This cylinder was channelled around its centre to support a frame which extended in front of the stub axle. A short
axle was mounted in this frame, with at one end a bevel gear which engaged with the bevel teeth on the outer end of the cylinder, and at
the other end was the cutting disc. This arrangement allowed the frame and thus the disc to be turned through 360 degrees. To retain the
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bevel gear cylinder etc. and also to allow the actual angle of the frame to be fixed, a worm wheel was fixed on the end of the stub axle and
the corresponding worm attached to the frame. This ended in a square section shaft so could be adjusted with a removable handle!
At either side of the machine table were two tall standards connected above the table by a frame and below the table by the main machine
bed. These standards supported long screwed rods which passed through the supporting blocks for the axle and planer bar and thus
adjusted their vertical position. These rods were coupled together by bevel gears at the top end of each rod and a shaft which crossed the
frame between them. A vertical shaft passed up one standard and drove the vertical screwed rod on the same standard via a loose pinion.
See figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 for various patent views of the machine.
The patent drawings are very confusing and omit some essential components either by accident or design – neither does the lettering on
them entirely correspond to that of the patent specification text. As a case in point the vertical shaft just mentioned appears to carry a
bevel gear which engages with one on the end of the drive axle. However, no clutch mechanisms are shown which would separate the
actions of raising and lowering the drive axle and bar from actually rotating the drive axle! One can conjecture that the pinion at the top of
the shaft had a mechanism to raise and lower it, thus disengaging the shaft from that action, and that the bevel gear mounted on the shaft
also had a clutch mechanism to allow it to be engaged or disengaged from the drive axle gear.
To further confuse the situation, the table was provided with two separate drive mechanisms, one driving a screwed shaft beneath the table
via a variable speed arrangement of pulleys, to which the table could connect by means of a separating nut, and the second using pinions
to mesh with a rack or racks beneath the table for faster movement or returning the table after a cut. The text suggests the presence of a
clutch mechanism – obviously both methods could not be used at the same time – but again this is omitted from the diagram, indeed the
separating nut mechanism is also absent. If one assumes that one of the multiple pulleys shown for the variable speed was actually loose
on its shaft, then only one additional clutch would be needed, but if not then two clutches would be needed, one for each drive method.
The whole thing was driven from an arrangement of fast and loose pulleys via a single belt from line shafting, the belt being moved from
one fast (forward) pulley across the loose (neutral) pulley to the other fast (reverse) pulley. The drawing incompletely shows the
mechanism to arrange this as well as the text incorrectly labelling the forward and reverse pulleys.
The machine was intended to be capable of cutting and dressing circular stones, and so the drawing shows it fitted with a turntable, but
omits the means of driving it. The table beneath is an open structure carrying several screwed rods passing through square section tubes
with rectangular holes on the tops. These were intended to carry stops which could be clamped up against a stone to hold it in position.
The turntable part also had slots for the same purpose, but at various angles.
Assuming that the machine George demonstrated in Munro’s yard was built to this plan, with the missing clutches etc. present, one can
easily gain the impression that in George’s hands it would probably do everything that its inventor claimed for it. However, one can
equally imagine that George would be darting about it, adjusting this, moving that, first this lever and then that and so on like a master
magician and that the effect on the practiced observers would have been of a very complex machine which would not be all that easy to
use in a practical environment and by ordinary labourers.
It also seems possible that the patent drawings were combined from drawings of parts of several machines and in the process something
was lost….
The most obvious problem of the machine (apart from its complexity) was that the bevel gears on the disc shafts were almost of the same
diameter as the discs, and this would severely limit the amount which could be cut off the end of a stone without the bevel gear hitting it.
Also the space taken up by the disc shafts also limited the distance which the hubs could be moved apart, and thus the largest width that
could be cut.
The patent provided for an optional shaft and bar arrangement where the all angle capability was not required. In this the disc shafts were
fixed horizontally, that is the discs were in the conventional vertical position, A slightly different form of bar was used, canted at an angle,
and the discs were mounted on short axles at the end of which was a large pinion, almost the same size as the disc, which meshed with a
smaller pinion on the drive axle as before. The whole combination of bar and axle could now be rotated about the axle so as to engage
either the discs or the planing tools as required. Curiously the part of the mechanism to achieve this, a large pinion mounted on the end of
the shaft and bar on the opposite end to the drive bevel, is actually shown on the main drawing. This had the same problem as the first
machine with regard to the size of the pinions, separation of the discs etc. Could the inclusion of the pinion on the first drawing be that the
intention was that the bar and axle of the first machine could be rotated as well as the second ? See figures 9 and 10 for this option.
The third machine did not utilise the same framework, as it had fixed height standards, and a horizontal disc mounted on a vertical shaft in
the centre. It was a “Hunterisation” of the traditional rubbing table for smoothing stones, in which a stone was held in place and rested on
a rotating smooth table which was covered with a suitable abrasive mix. George inverted it, and had a fixed table with a rotating disc
above it, again a planing bar allowed for the lay made by the cutters to be planed off. Oddly the table appears to have a separating nut
beneath it connecting it to a screwed rod. Figures 11 and 12 show this variation.
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The first machine went to the Duntrune Quarries near Dundee, where it joined one of George’s original Ridge Dressers. [26] However, such
was the interest generated by the press reports of the machine that the Liverpool and Birkenhead Slate and Slab Company, who in 1859
had opened a slate quarry at Braich-Ddu, near Ffestiniog and the slate rock of which was proving extremely hard to work, made contact
with the Munros, and through them with George. [27] The Duntrune machine proved itself quite capable of dealing with a sample of the
difficult slate rock, and on the strength of that, the company made George an offer to go and take management of their quarries and “to
work his machine in them.” The directors, having seen George demonstrate the machine ordered two machines from Munros, however
they wisely decided to have one configured simply for stone-cutting, the other mainly for planing. The stone-cutter had discs 2ft 6inches
in diameter, although at least one newspaper account gives the diameter of the discs of the first machine as four feet, the same as the next
machine, described below. By early December 1862 both machines were ready and had been tested at Munros “in every way.” The
company was completely satisfied and on the 12th December, George left Arbroath for Maentwrog, a village in the Vale of Ffestiniog,
transplanting his young family there as well. [28] The area was still largely undeveloped at the time, there was no railway to Portmadoc, so
the only way to get the machine to the quarry was first of all by sea, then transfer to a smaller craft which could get up the River Dwyryd,
from which there was a four mile road journey and finally a two-mile length of narrow gauge tramway. The later world famous Ffestiniog
Railway was at this time worked by horses – but on the opposite side of the valley – so was no help.
George now had the opportunity to see his new machine at work in the real world at first hand, and had the company order a second
cutting machine from Munros – but it would appear he had learned his lesson and reading between the lines what he now produced was
the forerunner of what we might call the “classic” Hunter saw – although he never called them that, they were “stone-cutting machines”
not saws.
The new machine was drastically simplified. The variable height was omitted, as were the planing tools, instead of the awkward on axle
gearing, the reduction gear was moved outside the standards to drive the axle directly, and the cutting discs were now mounted directly on
the axle, which was at a fixed height above the table to allow the larger discs to rotate clear. It also seems likely that the dual table drive
was reduced to simply the screw feed. The new arrangement had another advantage – not only could the discs be positioned at any
location across the width of the table, but it was now possible to have more than two discs. The new machine for Braich ddu had no less
than four discs each four feet in diameter carrying 28 tools each. It was described as “the largest machine of the kind yet made.” [29] Figure
13 shows a typical example of the”Classic” type at Delabole Quarry in Cornwall, while figure 14 shows another variation of the original
design in use in Portland.
It was while at Braich Ddu that George came to the notice of William Fothergill Cooke, the inventor with Charles Wheatstone of the
electric Telegraph. Cooke had sold the patent for the telegraph to the Government and received a great deal of money which he invested
first of all in moving to Aberia, the present day Portmeirion, near Portmadoc and setting up home there, then by investing in the slate
quarries, which were experiencing a boom period. [30] He began with the Maenofferen Quarry in 1861, and then the Hafod Las Quarry at
Bettws y Coed in 1862. [31] The work of George’s machine at Braich Ddu was widely reported in the mining and national press and talks
on it were given to such as the Liverpool Polytechnic Society etc. [32] Cooke met up with George probably soon after George arrived –
most of the English people in the area naturally congregated, and the two probably hit it off from the start.
George’s inventiveness was still in full flood, and while in Maentwrog and at Braich Ddu, in 1864 he invented and patented a tunnelling
machine, like all his machines using the replaceable tool teeth. The machine was designed to cut a circular tunnel into rock.
The machine consisted of two main parts, a four wheeled frame carriage running on 2 foot gauge track and which carried three pairs of
screw clamps which were intended to fix the carriage to the sides and roof of the tunnel being cut and a sliding platform which was able to
move through the carriage. The platform’s rear end supported a wire rope pulley, a clutch and gearing to drive a long screwed shaft which
also passed through the carriage to the front of the platform where it was supported by a bearing. At the end of the shaft was the “chuck” a
casting about five feet across which supported a pair of slides, on the ends of which were fixed the cutting segments. These were curved
and extended about 30 inches in front of the chuck. At their front edges they had five toolholders and teeth of the conical form. The chuck
and the segments made up the cutting head. The slides were adjusted by means of short screwed rods so that the actual width of the tunnel
being cut could be adjusted in a range from about five feet six inches to six feet six inches. The frame carriage also supported a short
shaft between its frames, above and parallel to the screwed shaft. This mounted a half nut which could be clamped down onto the screwed
shaft and thus with the carriage clamped to the tunnel, rotation of the shaft would also advance the cutting head into the rock. There was a
rack fixed on the underside of the platform which meshed with a pinion connected to a square shaft extending to the right hand side of the
machine. The purpose of this was to enable the platform, and thus the cutting head to be withdrawn when the half nut was unclamped
from the screwed shaft. There was a second smooth shaft, a continuation of the axle of a lower part of the gearing also extended the length
of the platform to a plain bearing immediately below the chuck bearing. No mention is made of this in the patent text, but we may imagine
that it was to provide rigidity to the platform and the cutting head. See figures 15, 16 and 17.
In operation, the rail track, which rested on the curved tunnel floor and part way up the sides which supported the carriage above the floor
of the tunnel, was extended in the tunnel so that there was sufficient clearance between it and the rock face for the cutting head to revolve.
With the “chuck” horizontal, the machine was then pushed forward until the cutters almost touched the rock face. The carriage was then
clamped in position, the clamping screws being either extended directly onto the rock, or onto timber beams between the clamps and the
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rock. If necessary the cutting head slides would be adjusted so that the cutting segments were in position to continue the tunnel at the same
diameter as the previous cut. The wire rope drive would be tensioned and then started up. The main clutch would be engaged and the
cutting head begin to revolve. The half nut would be screwed in and actual cutting begun. The cutting advance into the rock was about 5
to 8 inches per hour, so it would take about 3-5 hours to cut a two foot deep groove into the rock face. Although the segments could go
deeper, from the marks left in the tunnels, two feet seems to have been become the normal advance. Perhaps a deeper “core” than two feet
was more difficult to remove. If the speed of advance seems very slow, we have to remember that the actual cutters would be working at
their optimum speed of 20-30 feet per minute, and working in a track six feet in diameter means that the head was only rotating at
between one and two revolutions per minute. In effect it was cutting a groove the width of the cutters nearly nineteen feet long and 5 to 8
inches deep each hour, a rate of removing rock of between three and four inches per minute, a typical rate for the Hunter machines.
At this point the half nut would be released, and the rack used to withdraw the cutters from the groove. Again from marks on the rocks, it
would appear that the head continued to revolve as it was withdrawn. Once clear of the cut and the chuck horizontal again, the rope clutch
would be disengaged, and the segments drawn in slightly to avoid them catching on the walls as the machine was withdrawn. It is a good
question as to how the workmen got to the rock face to begin the work of removing the core. With the chuck vertical, there was a space
about 18 inches wide at best and about four feet high between the chuck and the tunnel walls through which a man might pass. However,
as the chuck had to be horizontal to enable the machine to be withdrawn – in the vertical position the chuck would have been obstructed
by the supporting rail track – it would seem that the machine would have in practice to have been withdrawn to a wider part of the tunnel,
or even to the start of the tunnel, to allow the work to commence. One the core had been removed, an operation which could take several
hours in itself, and the rock removed, the machine could be run forward again, clamped up and the next core cut. It is a curious thing that
the patent drawing clearly shows that the main screw was capable of being run out about four feet - the half nut appears to have been
capable of about a two foot travel along its own shaft. Perhaps the idea was that after the “first” cut, the rail track was not advanced, but
only after the next, when all the travel of screw and nut had been used? Indeed the use of the rail track for the carriage was clearly one of
the major weaknesses of the machine, apart from the problem of removing the core.
This first tunnelling machine patent was submitted in the May of 1864 and sealed in November. [33] However, unlike previous machines
which preceded their patents, the first machine was not constructed until the following year, the Paisley Herald and Renfrewshire
Advertiser reporting in August 1865 as follows: “Messrs Munro, of the Arbroath Foundry, have just finished the construction of a large
and powerful machine, which it is intended to employ in tunnelling through slate quarries in Wales. The machine, the only one of its kind
which has yet been made, cuts into the solid rock. An experiment was made with it on a stone wall in Messrs Munro’s yard. It cut a large
ring in the wall five inches deep, in less than five minutes. The machine was despatched to Wales on Thursday. If as successful in
answering its purpose as the stone-cutting and planning machines produced by the same firm, and invented by Mr Hunter, have been, it
will probably be followed by others. The manufacture of these machines for the Welsh quarries has of late considerably increased the iron
trade of Arbroath.” [34]
As with the Braich ddu machines, it was probably despatched by sea to Portmadoc but then taken up the Festiniog Railway to Duffws – it
seems most likely that it was tested at Maenofferen by invitation of Cooke who would have provided the finance for its construction.
There is a short single bored tunnel, about 30 feet long, in a small chamber on floor 2 along the strike of the vein almost vertically under
the later back vein Incline engine house. There is also a trace of the start of a second bore next to it. The bore shows no evidence of any
anchor marks in the walls, and in the absence of any other candidates seems a good choice for the initial trial, although of course that does
not rule out the possibility that any other trials have been removed by quarrying. Figures 53 and 54 show this trial tunnel.
Before the end of the year Cooke and Hunter had submitted their first joint patent, No. 3297 of 1865 for a developed form of the
tunnelling machine. [35] To improve the “stability” of the machine, it was a “double” tunneller, with two contra-rotating parallel heads
mounted at the front of a single broad frame and was intended to cut two bores at the same time. Although it was possible for the bores to
intersect one another slightly by setting the two chucks to be at right angles to one another at the start of a cut and by adjusting the width
of the segments out to their maximum extent, it is not thought this was actually done. The main patent is illustrated in figures 20, 21 and
22.
The cutting heads were driven from a small water turbine mounted just behind the heads on the frame which it drove via belting and a
large gear train of intermeshing pinions to reduce the speed of the turbine to the usual slow speed of the cutting heads. No provision was
made for the heads to advance separately from the frame, instead the frame was supported and guided by rollers bearing on the tunnel
walls, roof and floor. The lower rollers were arranged to leave the bottom of the tunnels clear, so that debris from the cutting operation
and also from the eventual core removal could be passed beneath the frame. This idea was somewhat restricted as the left hand tunnel
floor was occupied by the water supply pipe to the turbine. This had a telescopic section where it connected to the frame to accommodate
the movement of the machine during the actual cutting operation. The rest of the pipe was made in short sections to allow it to be
progressively extended as the tunnel advanced – and dismantled whenever the machine had to be withdrawn. The exhaust from the turbine
washed over the faces of the cores and brought the debris to the floor.
The cutting segments themselves were only slightly modified from the 1864 patent by having three additional tools inserted in their side
leading edge, the intention being for them to widen out the cut made by the foremost tools as the cut deepened, thus making it easier to
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back the cutters out from their full depth at the end of a cut and avoid jamming. They segments were otherwise of the same dimensions as
the 1864 patent – about 30” deep. Although the main patent drawing showed a fixed width chuck, an inset showed the same width
adjustment method as before.
To advance the machine, a shaft drive was taken via a clutch from the left hand chuck shaft to a worm at the rear of the frame. This drove
a worm wheel on the end of another shaft at right angles to it across the width of the frame. This shaft had hooks on it to enable chains to
be attached. The wheel was actually loose on the shaft, being connected to it via another clutch. At the left hand end of the hooked shaft
was a squared end for fitting a handle to allow it to be turned manually. To start a new cut, a short hole was drilled immediately in front
of the tunnel face in the triangular area or “nib” between the actual bores, and which had been cleared by hand. A short anchoring rod was
placed in this hole and a chain and tackle connected between it and the hooked shaft at the rear of the machine. In operation the rotation of
the hooked shaft tightened the chain and tackle and thus advanced the frame and cutters as they worked into the rock. When the usual core
depth of about feet was reached, the advancing clutches were released and another separate chain tackle anchored somewhere behind the
machine used to draw the machine back clear of the face and allowed access to the core as for the original single tunneller. The patent
suggested that the cores were extracted by “wedging or small blasts.” The “nib” between the cores at top and bottom was also removed by
hand. The patent allowed for, but did not show, the possible attachment of a drill at the centre of each chuck to make holes in the centre of
each core to assist the removal process.
At least one machine was constructed, presumably by Munros, and tested in a Welsh quarry, where it was photographed. Most remarkably
the photographs have survived and “surfaced” only a few years ago at an auction. The strata they show is inclined and typical of
Ffestiniog, so it seems almost undeniable that they were in Maenofferen, although the location is unknown – it may well have been in the
lower part of what is often called the 2 ½ quarry or Davy Jones’ quarry and was subsequently worked out which would have destroyed
any remains. The machine in the photographs differs slightly from the patent drawings; it has the adjustable chucks; the water feed to the
turbine follows a slightly different path and also supplies two hose pipes which were directed into the cuts; the rearmost stands for the
shaft driven by the turbine belt appear to be adjustable. Indeed the two photographs show different diameter belt pulleys and pinions, so
perhaps they were experimenting with different ratios to find those which gave the best results. The photographs are reproduced here as
figures 18 and 19.
While the machine certainly gained in “stability” by which the inventors appear to refer to a tendency for the original machine to twist in
the bore and did not require any track, the need to dismantle the turbine feed pipes every time the machine had to be moved by more than
the depth of a cut, together with the awkward chain tackle advance, were factors against it, and it did little to improve access to the cores.
Cooke gave an illustrated talk to the Royal Society for the Arts in 1867 and described this (and other) developments, saying of the double
tunneller “One form includes in its construction two parallel borers, cutting two tunnels each 5ft 4in in diameter, side by side, and freeing
two cores weighing more than two tons each at every cut. The slab of slate, still marked at its ends by the cutting tools, indicates the size
of the pieces of slate that may be won by it. From one core, and that one the first ever cut by that machine, 23 slabs of more than one ton
in weight were made, besides a considerable number of slates. Its rate of progress in cutting is eight inches per hour, and the depth of cut
allowed by the cutting-blades is twenty-one inches forward. This machine has penetrated many yards into the solid slate bed, and is
destined, I fully believe, to revolutionise the present system of quarrying that valuable material.” [36]
As much as the patent drawing has no scale, I would suggest that the diameter given probably corresponds to the smallest diameter setting
of the chucks, this would give the greatest forward speed as the cutter path would be that much shorter.
The patent also included a sketch of a single bore tunnelling machine fitted with two concentric cutting heads, the inner core rotating in
the opposite direction and at a higher speed than the outer to provide “stability.” It was intended to use similar anchoring methods to the
1864 patent machine, with a similar screw advance to the cutting head. Again it is not thought likely that it was ever constructed. See
figure 23.
1865 also brought George’s stone cutting machines (he never called them saws) to the public eye again when a full size one along with a
working model was shipped to Dublin, for the International Exhibition there. On the strength of it, Munros were awarded a medal for
“progress and ingenuity.” [37] After the exhibition was over, the machine was moved on to work at a quarry between Dublin and
Drogheda. [38]
The double tunneller was followed very rapidly in 1866 by another patent concerned with both tunnelling and with a system for extracting
the rock in the quarry by machine.[39] The main stumbling block of both the previous tunnelling machine patents had been the massive
chuck to support the cutting segments which effectively blocked access to the core until the machine was fully withdrawn from the tunnel.
Now it would appear that either or both men had been looking at recent developments in coal cutting machines and had spotted a possible
application of Hunter’s tools. However, the problem with those machines, especially when used for undercutting a seam of coal was that
the maximum distance a circular cutter could be inserted was rather less than its radius – there was the problem of the driving axle and its
support to consider. George seems to have hit on a solution which he could apply both to the tunnelling machines and to the idea of an
undercutting machine of his own, so their next joint patent was based around the idea of driving cutting tools not from the centre of a disc,
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but from the inside edge. The patent described four different machines using this, and “overcutter,” an “undercutter” and two forms of
tunnelling machine.
The first two machines used the basic concept which was to utilise a thicker cutting disc than usual, allowing for three or more rows of
tools instead of one. The disc was to be hollow, with gear teeth cast on the inside edge. A pinion meshed with these teeth and was driven
by a shaft through a strong concentric trunnion. This was bolted to two circular plates which supported the cutting ring and allowed it to
be rotated by the pinion.
In the “overcutter” the trunnion extended on both sides of the cutting ring and was supported by a pair of bearings. A gear train reduced
the speed of a wire rope drive – the turbine seems to have been abandoned, although included as an optional power source in the
specification – to the usual tool speed of 20-30 feet per minute. The cutting ring was mounted vertically along the centre line of the
machine, which ran on rails for guidance. A part worm wheel was fixed to the trunnion so that adjustment of the worm would gradually
lower the cutting ring so that it could into the rock beneath the machine. Indeed the action of the tools was such that they would tend to
pull the ring into the cut. The off centre drive meant that the ring could cut into the rock to something like 2/3 to ¾ of its diameter. When
this was reached, the machine would be allowed to move forward using any of the anchoring methods available, or even by attaching a
rope to the front of the machine and leading it round a pulley to a counterweight truck running down an incline or even the face of the
quarry, this would be assisted by the tendency already mentioned of the ring pulling itself into the cut. The patent drawing shows a
variable speed belt drive from the main disc shaft via a bevel gear to a screwed rod – the feed screw – running the length of the supporting
frame. On this was a captive nut to which could be attached a chain or rope. If the machine was working “downhill” then its own weight
would carry it forward, regulated by a rearward rope to the nut. If working horizontally, or “uphill” then a forward rope fastened to the nut
and anchored somewhere in front would enable the machine to pull itself forward. See figures 28, 29 and 30.
When at the end of the cut, the worm could be used to extract the cutting disc from the slot, the machine returned to the start, the tracks
moved over and another run started. Not explained in the patent was how the tracks were constructed so that the cutting disc could move
between them, perhaps they were intended to be in pairs, one either side. The specification also mentioned the possibility of having
multiple discs on the same axle. It would be nearly twenty years before this idea surfaced again on the other side of the Atlantic, as a selfpropelled steam driven quarrying machine by Crump and Brereton, although in their case the disc was fixed and could only cut to rather
less than its radius. See figures 31, 32 and 33 for their design. One can see modern variations on this concept in many quarries worldwide
where rectangular blocks of material or thin sheets for flooring and other decorative uses are to be extracted from the parent bed.
The “undercutter” was naturally meant to work with its cutting ring horizontal, like a coal cutter. In this case the trunnion could only
extend on the upper side, the lower end being level with the circular infilling sheet and thus the trunnion needed to be that much wider,
being supported on only the upper side. The machine was in two parts, the lower carriage, which ran on rails, had to be anchored in place
during cutting so as to oppose the tendency of the cutting ring to try and pull itself into the cut and pull the machine towards the rock face
being undercut. This tendency did not matter in the overcutter since the effect was to hold that machine more securely onto its track. The
cutting ring was supported by a massive bearing which was attached to an upper frame along which it could slide for about twelve feet.
Once the ring had cut to its full depth, Cooke said that a 3ft 4in diameter ring could cut into the rock to a depth of 2ft 3in, then the ring
could advance along the slide frame for the twelve feet. At the end of the cut the cutting ring was unclutched from the slide frame – it
would appear the usual divided nut and screwed shaft was used to advance the cutting ring bearing – and the carriage unanchored,
allowing both the carriage and frame to be advanced by the twelve feet, the ring remaining in the cut. The carriage was then clamped, the
divided nut screwed up and the cut continued. Unfortunately the patent drawings do not include the undercutter – so its appearance is still
somewhat in doubt. George Hunter’s 1882 patent, to be described later, does show some detail of what may have been a developed form
of it.
Thus by the deployment of both over and undercutting machines the intention was to mechanise the extraction of rock from the quarry
without the wasteful use of explosives.
The third application of the internal gear arrangement was for a new type of tunneller. This was not a trepanner, but instead relied on the
idea of a rotating drum on the surface of which were fitted the usual tools in rows of twos and threes. These were staggered so that a
whole row did not strike the rock at once. The drums, one large, flanked by two smaller ones were all mounted on a common axle across
the front of the machine. The larger drum was about 6 feet in diameter and three feet wide, the smaller ones 3 feet. It was driven from a
pair of pinions one on either side which meshed with teeth cast on the inside of the outer edges of the drum. The effect of the three drums
was to cut a cruciform shaped tunnel. The pinions were driven via the usual long gear train from the rear of the machine frame. This ran
on flanged wheels which were intended to run along the top corners of the lower part of the tunnel – the machine in effect making its own
roadway. The lower part of the tunnel was also intended to facilitate the removal of debris by a scraper or similar contrivance. See figures
24 and 25.
A new form of anchorage was proposed. In this a strong girder was positioned across the centre of the machine. At each end was a short
but strong screwed rod which could be wound outwards beyond the sides of the machine into pre-prepared holes drilled in the sides of the
tunnel. At the centre of the girder was the usual divided nut arrangement which could be clamped onto a screwed rod which ran the length
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of the machine and was driven from the gearing. Due to the usual slow speed of work, there would have been ample time for men on the
frame to drill the next two holes while the machine advanced. When the girder had reached the end of its travel, the nut was undone, the
bolts withdrawn and the girder slid forward to the new position and bolted up.
There were a couple of alternative arrangements proposed. In one the outer pair of drums were replaced by segments of the same
diameter. In another, the centre portion of the main drum was omitted. This meant that the machine could only advance up to the main
drum axle. At this point additional cutters, mounted on the inside of the drum and cutting inwards were gradually extended, severing the
rock. The advantage of this is not at all clear.
Although this section of the patent is often referenced in modern books and papers on the history of tunnelling machines, probably
because it was a “face cutter” rather than a trepanner, as far as we know, it was never actually constructed.
The fourth application was to a new form of trepanning tunneller – and the example given in the patent was a double version. Very little
detail was given other than for the cutting ring which replaced the “chuck” of the earlier types. Three cutting segments were attached
rather than two, presumably to give a more even turning movement or perhaps an increase in cutting rate but were otherwise similar to the
form used on the 1865 double tunneller, although they had no adjustment. The cutting ring was supported by a set of six horizontal and
six vertical rollers mounted on a fixed ring round which the cutting ring revolved. The vertical rollers inside the cutting ring were
protected at the front by an annular steel plate which both kept debris away from them as well as the gear teeth on the inside of the cutting
ring. At the bottom and to the rear of the support ring was a roller running on the bottom of the tunnel to prevent the ring grounding on the
tunnel floor.
Two pinions, one on each side of the cutting ring, meshed with the internal gear teeth of the ring, their shafts passed through bearings in
the support ring towards the rear of the machine. A second fixed ring supported the other ends of the shafts where they terminated in small
bevel gears which were connected to the main reduction gearing. The two support rings were joined together by strong “U” shaped girders
through which the drive shafts passed and which bolted onto cast on brackets on the rings. The girders also supported rollers at the sides
of the machine which bore on the tunnel walls. No details of anchorage or the means of advancement were shown, presumably, being a
double tunneller a similar method to the 1865 patent could have been adopted, or more likely the cross-girder and bolts of the drum
tunneller described above. (I have omitted trying to describe the double rings above to avoid confusion, the two rings at front and back
being bolted together by a further casting at the centre, thus there appear to have been four drive shafts, pinions etc. the two cutting rings
would have rotated in opposite directions. See figures 26 and 27.
The great advantage cited for this tunneller was that the open centre of the ring made access to the core and its removal easier – although
this disregarded the fact that the rock etc. would still have to be manhandled past or over the gearing!
Cooke exhibited photographs of both the undercutter and overcutter in his 1867 talk to the RSA, so examples of both were certainly
constructed, however the only references to a ring tunneller clearly refer to a single bore machine.
Such a machine was under construction at Munros Arbroath Foundry in April 1867, when it was described in the Dundee Advertiser as
follows: “The tunnelling machine is constructed to cut a tunnel seven feet in diameter. It cuts thirty inches into the rock, and then has to
be removed in order that the block of stone which has been cut may be taken out of the opening made. The machine has been constructed
for Messrs Hunter & Co., of Merioneth, in Wales, and is to be employed at the Meneforan (sic) Slate Quarries, and it is supposed that it
will excavate pieces of slate rock weighing about six tons in an hour and a half. The principal parts of the machine are three rings, two of
which are fixed when it is in operation. On the front ring, which is a revolving one, there are three semicircular steel plates, on each of
which are four cutting tools. The front ring is fixed on two round parallel bars which travel through the two fixed rings, and guide the
revolving ring into the rock. The machine is driven by a wire rope 5-16ths of an inch in diameter, and the motion is communicated to the
front ring by two horizontal shafts and by spur and bevel gearing and a feeding screw. The engine by which the machinery will be
wrought is of six horsepower, and has been constructed to suit the machine.” [40]
In his May 1867 talk to the RSA, Cooke described it this way: “Other photographs represent another form of the tunneller, which is now
being erected in a quarry of the ffestiniog Valley. It will cut a single tunnel six feet nine inches in diameter, and penetrate twenty-eight
inches at each cut. The principle explained in the “under-cutting” machine is employed here, only the solid central holder, for the axle
plate, is here open in the centre as a ring, round which the cog-toothed cutter ring revolves; and the latter, instead of carrying the
movable tools on its periphery, in the same plane, carries three segment blades of steel, projecting forward at the extremity of which a
series of cutting tools are fixed, as in the saw blades. The carriage of this machine is fixed in the tunnel immovably by bolt-screws, and the
massive working parts gradually screw themselves forward as the cutters penetrate the rock. The open passage is preserved through the
centre of the ring frame and ring-cutter, to the front of the work, even whilst the machine is in action; owing to this, the core, after
cleaving up, is more readily removed than that from the double tunnelling machine. This machine will excavate more than five tons at a
cut…..It must be remembered that these machines were made expressly for slate rock tunnelling, and have not yet been tried on sandstone
or limestone rock for tunnelling purposes, which may offer fresh difficulties.” [41]
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Cooke’s account clearly suggests that the carriage was fixed to the rock and the cutting head moved forward – which could either refer to
the type of anchorage used for the drum tunneller, or to something more akin to the original arrangement used on the 1864 machine. As
we shall see it may have been something else altogether…
1866 also saw the publication of the next of Cooke and Hunter’s patents, this time concerning the stone cutting machines. [42] This was the
next part of the partners long term aims of streamlining the whole stone working operation, from quarry to builder’s yard. The patent now
embodied George’s modification and simplification of his 1862 patent, but added more features to it to make it more efficient in use.
Thus the basic arrangement of the main driving shaft over the stone carrying table, with two or more large diameter cutting discs mounted
on it, and the main gearing outside the shaft stands was retained. Instead of the table being permanently attached to the machine by the
dividing nuts etc. it ran loosely on suitable slides or rollers being only guided by them. Two 3-speed screwed rods along the length of the
frame now drove on a cross bar rather than the table itself, and could move it from one end of the frame to the other. The loose table had
holes through which pins could be dropped to engage with the bar and thus be drawn under the cutting discs. At the end of the cutting
operation, the pins could be removed and the table quickly returned to the starting position to be unloaded and reloaded with fresh stone,
while with the drive reversed, the bar could also return to the start, albeit more slowly, thus dispensing with the need for separate fast and
slow drive mechanisms.
At first thought this seems to convey little advantage over the previous method, however, there was much more to it than that. The point
of the table being loose meant that it was possible to have more than one table in use in a sort of “merry-go-round” arrangement. If
suitable overhead cranes were arranged at either end of the machine, then when one table of stones had been cut and the pins removed, it
could be being unloaded by one crane, while a new empty table was moved into position by the other crane and loaded. During this the
bar could be run back. Once the first table was unloaded, the crane at that end could lift the table clear of the machine and place it on a
track parallel to the machine to return it to the start. As soon as it was out of the way and the bar in position, the pins for the next table
could dropped and cutting for that begin. This made the machine more productive, but the partners did not stop at that, they proposed that
several machines should be placed in a line, so that the tables could run on from one onto the next. Thus between each pair of machines,
stones could be repositioned, unloaded or a new set loaded, and any empty tables craned off to the return track. A further development
allowed for a much wider space between the standards so that two or more tables could be accommodated side by side. The patent
drawings show three tables, all with independent screw drive. In this case, one table could be being loaded, another unloaded and the third
being operated on, all at the same time, depending on requirements one two or three pairs of cutting discs could be used.
If it was necessary to work on a block which would not pass under the drive axle, then the cutting discs could be slid to the standards, and
the axle removed. The standards were then angled slightly so as to keep the return side of the discs clear of the cut made by the first side –
the thin sliver of rock which was trimmed off had to be broken away by hand before it reached the standards.
A further development of the “production line” approach to using the machines was the idea of using a large link continuous chain to
advance the tables in place of the screwed rods – it looks to modern eyes rather like a caterpillar track. This is illustrated in figures 37 and
38.
An interesting development, which was developed in later patents, was to replace the cutting discs with a drum – rather like that on the
tunneller patent – which carried rows of tools. This took advantage of the “lay” caused by the round edged tools to produce a fluted
moulding effect on stone passed beneath it. By using sections of different diameters, a stepped effect could also be produced.
As on previous occasions, the patent introduced new forms of the tool. This time the modification involved making the tools from steel
punchings, a circular one being the simplest. This required a new type of holder also, but the tools could be produced in large numbers
quickly and cheaply. Another form used a trapezium of steel, which was folded in two and sprung into its holder.
The final device in the patent was an improved form of the turntable machine from 1862 for making grindstones etc.
The patent drawings which naturally and therefore confusingly shared all the modifications in one, were used by the “Engineer” to
illustrate the first machine, undoubtedly built to the patent, for the Tyne Harbour Commissioners. [43] This is shown in figure 34. It seems
likely that the patent drawings were based on those of the actual machine, but with the extended features to illustrate the various features
of the patent added. Thus, although the drawings show a three table wade version, accounts of the actual machine only refer to one table,
and so on.
The machines were intended to cut blocks for the new breakwaters at the mouth of the River Tyne, and were suitably massive. The first
machine, supplied and installed in 1866 had two blades seven feet in diameter, the actual discs being on ¾in steel plate with 44 tools and
holders, the tools being set alternately to left and right to make a cut 1¼in wide at a forward speed of between 3½ and 7 feet per minute to
a depth of 2ft 9in . The rotational speed was some 1½ revolutions per minute at a cutting speed of 5 feet per minute – which would give a
tool speed of about 33 feet per minute. Some accounts give the maximum depth of cut as 3ft 2in and the number of tools as 33. A tool
speed of 44 feet per minute was quoted in one account but this seems rather high given that there were 44 tools as well – perhaps there
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was some confusion between the number of tools and the tool speed itself. The main axle was 12½in in diameter and 14 feet between the
standards. Other details includes a table 11ft by 8ft, 8ft diameter main gears and the total weight of the machine was about 26 tons.
George was paid some £700 for it. [44]
The slate quarries in which, as Cooke put it, “I have a considerable interest,” seem to have been used as demonstration sites for the
various machines, it has already been noted above that the tunnelling machines seem to have been demonstrated at Maenofferen, and there
was certainly a stone cutting machine there as well, and so some attempt seems to have been made to demonstrate the “production line”
approach at the Bettws y Coed Slate and Slab quarry – otherwise known as Hafod Las. Two Hunter machines had been installed in first
part of the slate mill, constructed in 1863, so we can reasonably assume that these may have been to the 1862 patent, while the second and
larger part of the mill, completed in 1867 was host to no less than three “double Hunters” arranged in a line along the north wall, with
overhead cranes in between them and a parallel flanking tramway. [45] See figures 35 and 36. Again, these were almost certainly
constructed to the 1866 patent – although the number of tables per machine is not known. Given the size and arrangement of the
foundations which have been exposed and surveyed, the machines could have accommodated a pair of tables across their width, if they
were not too wide! This second part of the mill was constructed using a very large number of cut blocks of considerable size, very many
showing the characteristic Hunter tool cutting lay. This is illustrated in figures 50 and 51. The foundations uncovered for the two
machines in the older part of the mill are much “squarer” in outline than the later ones which would seem to support the idea of them
being 1862 patent types, the evidence of many blocks which have been cut on all four sides, and in some cases apparently then smoothed
off also supporting this.
The 1866 type machines at Hafod-las are thought to have had 4ft diameter cutting discs, some typical values for these being given by the
“Engineer” as being 14 feet between standards, the discs 3/8in thick and capable of cutting 15in thick rock at up to 6in per minute. [46]
Other cutting machines made at this period included some with 4 discs, in which case they were made with 16ft between standards and cut
at 3in per minute when all four blades were in use, or 6in with only two. One at least with four discs was made for the “Dolledellar”
quarries – presumably Dolwyddelan. [47] This is confirmed by the auction notice for the “Lledr Vale Quarry” in August 1869 which
included a Hunter Saw, 4 blades 2ft 9in diameter with table 12ft by 9ft 9in, a small Hunter saw with one blade and table 5ft by 4ft 7in and
two Hunters planing machines with tables 9ft 6in by 9in (which must be an error!). [48]
So well did the first Tyne machine do its job that two more were ordered, the first being of even larger proportions, with a disc 13feet in
diameter and mounting no less 68 tools – again accounts vary some saying 70. Each disc was 1 3/8in wide, making a cut 2in wide and
weighed all of 2¾ tons. This time the tools were set alternately in ones and twos. The main axle was 15½in in diameter and 23 feet long.
The Standards were 9 feet high, the bed 30ft by 20ft, the table driving screws 3½in diameter at 1in pitch and drove the table at 4½in per
minute. Again the machine weighed in at 60 tons. [49] It was supplied in 1867 and George received £1500 for it. [50] The third machine was
supplied in 1868 and was apparently identical to the first. It was despatched from Arboath in August 1868 on board the sloop “Cochrane
Henry.” [51]
Meanwhile there had been a revival of interest in George’s cutting machines in his native area. The Dundee Advertiser put it this way in
July 1866, referring firstly to the 1862 patent machine: “At the preliminary trials the machine gave much promise of success, but it was
found afterwards that the machinery was far too complex for ordinary purposes, and, as more than one practical man remarked, “It tried
to do too much, and the consequences was that it did nothing properly.” ....the difficulties which were encountered in introducing the
machine discouraged those who were convinced of its practical usefulness, and by and bye the scheme dropped out of view, so far as this
district was concerned.”
“ The machine, however, had been found to be very useful in the slate quarries of Wales and elsewhere in England, and the Messrs Munro
continued to make large numbers of them for use there, and by that means the idea was kept alive, while the inventor was enabled, on
seeing the machines in actual operation, to make such suggestions for their improvement as would make them suitable for general use.
Still, no attempt was thought of to utilise the invention, so far as regarded the freestone of Forfarshire, until a few weeks ago, when Mr
Langlands, who lately entered on the tenancy of the Duntrune quarries, conceived that such a machine might be made available for
cutting and dressing the stones taken from his quarries. Impressed with this idea, and having in remembrance the former attempts of a
similar kind which had been made, he opened communications with the Messrs Munro, and these gentlemen stated to him that he might
make trial of a machine at their works in Arbroath, but that this would be done at his own risk. The trial was made, and was so far
successful had one of the machines erected in his quarries; and , from his experience of it during the past few days, he is confident that it
will fully answer the purpose for which it is required, and that while it will save him a large expenditure of money, it will also enable him
to supply the demands made upon him for stone with far greater rapidity and regularity than with the old method of hand cutting.” [52]
The machine had a pair of 3ft 9in diameter discs each with 22 tools and was described as: “one of the smallest and lightest which the
Messrs Munro have yet made – is 6 feet wide, and can cut a stone 9 feet long and 17 inches thick.”
The machine being successful, other quarries soon followed suit – by July 1867, the Carmyllie quarries had two machines in operation,
with a third in course of erection, one had two discs, the others four each. [53]
Cooke read a lengthy paper, previously referred to, on the tools and the machines to the Royal Society of the Arts in London in May 1867
in which he described his partnership with George, amongst much else in this way: “As it is known to many that my own name is united
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with Mr Hunter’s in several recent patents, I will observe that my share has chiefly consisted in extending the application of the movable
tools and tool holders (the real essence of his invention) to fresh and wider fields of usefulness, whilst the onus of adapting the machinery
to each novel application, and in so doing producing an entirely new result, has fallen upon the inventive genius and mechanical skill of
Mr George Hunter.” [54] He also made a point regarding the direction of cutting of the teeth: “…the saw blades are represented as
working above the table, but they are not necessarily, or always so placed, except when the stone or slate to be cut into slabs or blocks is
of variable widths, and the blades have to moved on the axle to correspond therewith. When the blades are above the table the tools are
made to cut upwards from below, by which the smooth working of the machine is eased, as each tool slides smoothly at first into the
groove formed by the preceding tool, and then cuts boldly out at the top of the slab in its own new path. But, when the blades are carried
on an axle below the table, the cut must be from above downwards. If these arrangements are reversed, the tools will come aplomb on the
stone with a jarring blow, and tend to drag it into the cutter, when the result may be the crumpling of the blade, or the stripping off of the
tools from their holders.” Two contemporary illustrations of the model saw Cooke demonstrated to the RSA are shown on the front cover.
He soon followed this by a new patent on his own behalf, which was originally deposited in September 1867, and not sealed until the
following March - but which related to the joint tunnelling machines. [55] In it Cooke described some of the problems which had occurred
using them: “When using this machine I have found that after causing the machine to cut forward a distance into slate or stone
and form an annular groove therein, the time occupied in removing the central core by hand through the middle of the machine is about
three times as long as the time taken by the machine to cut the groove into the slate or mineral, and consequently the machine was
idle for 9 hours out of every 12”
He then described his solution to this problem, which was to drive multiple tunnels in parallel, whose bores intersected one another. The
tunneller being used first in one, then retracted and moved to the second , then to the third before being returned to the first and so on, thus
with three tunnels, the tunneller should be in almost constant use. To achieve this, he described the use of a traverser cradle to move the
tunneller sideways after it had had worked on each bore, along with alternatives using one or many turntables. The matter of transferring
the rope drive from tunnel to tunnel was included. The patent is shown in figure 39. He then went on to describe the way in which quarries
could be worked using these multiple tunnels on each floor, joined by shafts in conjunction with the over or under cutting machines,
arrangements which he claimed “in practice have worked most satisfactorily.” He related the operations both to quarries in which the
rock was vertical or nearly so as at Penrhyn and Llanberis, inclined as at Ffestiniog and horizontal as at Bath. He also proposed, though
sadly without any drawing, a way of using spring loaded cutters attached either to the cutting segments themselves, or to non-cutting
segments mounted on a second lighter machine, which could open out at the back of a core and cutting inward towards the centre thus
make it easier to detach. There are the remains of multiple bores of this form at Maenofferen and at Abercwmeiddaw as shown in figures
55 to 58 and 61 to 66.
One of the patent drawings includes a part view of the rear of a tunnelling machine, visible is a ring frame and what looks like tapering
studs at the sides – presumably to anchor it.
Curiously, from 1867 onwards the Munros started to patent their own stone working tools and machinery – whether this was in response
to George’s deepening partnership with Cooke, or for some other reasons we do not know. It is certainly true that the Munros had been
heavily involved with all of George’s and his father’s work up to this point, did they perhaps feel that they deserved more credit than they
had been given for the various machine’s success?
The first patent laid down in 1867 [56] was originally that of Archibald Munro alone, but in 1876 Andrew Dunlop of Glasgow acquired an
interest in it. Part of the initial patent was for the use of improved materials to make the tools, being poured straight into a “chill” mould
so that they required no grinding of the edge. In 1868, the next patent [57] was for a stone cutting machine which was similar to the Hunter
and Cooke machines, but with some pointed differences. These are shown in figures 40 and 41. A single table was fixed to the machine
once more and used an upside down “V” shaped rails and rollers to guide it, it being held in place with clip guide rails and studs. The
main shaft was formed with dovetail slots so that the cutting discs could use various methods to fix the disc positions. The tool holders
had a sliding or wedging jaw and tools were provided to insert and remove both toolholders and tools. As well as a range of tool shapes,
very similar to the Hunter originals, the patent also covered the use of serrated edge discs for cutting, a variety of cutting barrels for
various jobs and cutting discs of varying diameters made in halves for easy assembly onto the shaft. The gearing was arranged all on one
side of the table, and the standards were fixed.
A development of this was patented in 1869, [58] Archibald now being joined in the patent with William Bennet Adamson of Glasgow,
included more tools and holders, and methods of holding tools in the holders. It included using machines with either reciprocating cutters,
or fixed cutters with reciprocating tables. It suggested that circulars saws could be replaced with the reciprocating cutters. An intriguing
variation was what looked like an updated 1835 planer, using the new replaceable tools! These are illustrated in figures 42, 43, 44 and the
tools in figure 45. Further developments involved patents in 1869 [59, 60] for the treatment of steels, and in 1871 [61] and 1876 [62] massive
machines with either a vertical barrel working between two tables, or a cantilever horizontal axle. In the later patent Archibald was joined
by Bain Munro and Andrew Dunlop. These are interesting but not exactly related to the Hunter and Cooke machines.
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Munros were not the only manufacturers to produce machines to Hunter and Cooke’s patents. Thomas and DeWinton of the Union
Foundry, Caernarfon took them up, as did Humphrey Owen of the Vulcan Foundry also of Caernarfon, probably soon after George had
successfully introduced them at Braich Ddu. DeWinton supplied Hunter machines to the Prince of Wales Quarry, Cwm Pennant in 1865,
to Pen yr Orsedd Quarry, Nantlle in 1868 and at a later date even to the Delabole Quarry in Cornwall. [63] A photograph one of the
machines at Delabole in the BGS collection, Delabole having three machines by the 1880s, has a caption which claims the makers plate
visible on the machine reads “Hunter’s Patent. Winton & Co. Engineers, Caernarvon 1856” – the date is odd as the image is clearly the
later “classic” type of saw, post 1862. Delabole quarry minutes reveal that the first saw was supplied by deWinton in 1873, with two more
in 1875 and 78. Perhaps the plate is indistinct and the 5 is really a 6 – giving 1866, which would fit the patent date. I doubt DeWinton’s
were producing such an advanced machine only a year after James and George’s tools were first patented!
Cooke may have had some good ideas, but was perhaps lacking in business acumen and in late 1867-early1868 his enthusiasm led to an
investment in the Llanberis Slate Company Limited which was to cost him dear. The company was already somewhat dubious, and had
expended a large amount of shareholder’s money to little profit by developing the Gallt-y-Llan slate quarry, near the end of Llyn Peris. [64]
At a meeting of shareholders the situation was described in this way: “Several months back the attention of the board had been directed to
the tunnelling machine patented by Messrs. Cooke and Hunter, and the directors, therefore, deputed their colleague, Mr. Elliott, who had
strongly advocated its employment, to watch it’s action. The tunnelling machine having been practically tested at the Maen Offeren
Quarry, it was proved capable of forming a tunnel 7ft. in diameter at the rate forward of 9 feet per diem, and of producing in its progress
a large proportion of rock available for slate making. According to the calculations made by the patentees, the process of making a tunnel
on their system, through good slate rock, leaves a large profit on the operation, in addition to the prospective returns to be obtained from
the mass of rock thus unroofed……Negotiations were, therefore, opened with Messrs Cooke and Hunter, who at first asked a considerable
sum for the license of each machine, and a heavy royalty on the slates produced. On inspecting the quarry and satisfying themselves of the
great quantity and excellent quality of the rock it contained, these gentlemen offered to waive all claim for licences and royalty in
consideration of 1800 shares being allotted to them, £4-10s per share being considered as paid on each share, leaving Messrs Cooke and
Hunter with a liability of £1000, which they agreed to pay…” [65]
1800 shares at the original 5 guineas would have been £9100, a significant sum, one wonders what the two inventors had actually asked
for! Cooke was to join the board of directors. Sadly neither Cooke nor Hunter were really experienced enough to see what was going on
and thus accepted the shares in lieue of payment for the machines. One machine was already on site and at work in January 1868 but
unfortunately the company failed in November 1868 – at the auction which followed no mention was made of any tunnelling machine or
machines. [66] The auction of the site only raised £1000, while the plant and machinery a paltry £141 ! It is possible that only one tunneller
was on site – was it perhaps the Maenofferen machine which had been “transferred” to speed up activities, with the other new machine or
machines to follow? In which case it would not have been company property but Cooke and Hunters and so could be removed. If
construction of the new machine or machines had begun, then the cost of it would have fallen on Hunter and Cooke, with no return
possible. What is fairly certain is that by accepting the shares they also unfortunately accepted the attendant financial liability attached to
them when the company failed, quite apart from any expenses they had entered into regarding new machines which were left on their
hands. Again, it is thought that Cooke bore the major financial burden of this
A curiosity is the existence of another Hunter tunneller bore used for a drainage level over the watershed from Maenofferen in the Cwm
Machno quarry. How and why this was done is not clear, perhaps an attempt to recover something from the Llanberis debacle – or even
the only tunnel driven by their tunnelling company referred to below, we just don’t know.
At Maenofferen, one of the tunnelling machines was used to try and drive a tunnel eastwards from the old Cwmbowydd workings in
1868, leaving the strange “quadruple bore” tunnel known ever since as “Cooke’s Level.” [67] Whether this was simply meant as a
demonstration of the intersecting tunnel idea, or an attempt to convince the Maenofferen board to purchase a machine made for Llanberis,
or even a trial of the spring cutters to help detach the core we may never know. The machine which did it was described in this way by the
reporter of the Caernarfon and Denbigh Herald in 1873: “I noticed that the orifice of the tunnel was very peculiar. In shape it seemed
formed by the outline of four circles the circumferences of which intersected each other. The boring of this was perfectly smooth. Mr
Owen explained to me that when commencing the level they had been induced to try a patent boring machine, whose action was the
rotatory movement of a circle of knives. I afterwards saw the remains of the ponderous machine, like a huge mammoth cast-iron skeleton.
After proceeding a few yards its use had been abandoned, because the cost of working it more than quadrupled the cost of the manual
labour necessary for doing the same amount of work. Nor would it cut through granite.” [68] See figures 59 and 60.
Although information is lacking, I can imagine that it was Cooke who had “bankrolled” almost all the development work and the various
prototype machines. I doubt that Hunter had very much money of his own, so it is quite possible that the “late” appearance of the 1864
patent tunneller was due to it only being converted into reality through Cooke’s initial enthusiasm. The stone cutting machines were a
clear financial success, but the quarrying machines definitely not. Indeed by 1869-1870 Cooke’s money was now running out, one
biographer describes his exploits in Wales as “disastrous,” while another simply says “he lost all his money in mining ventures in Wales.”
[69, 70]
In 1866 he had been Knighted for his work on the Telegraph – but it didn’t bring in any significant money and when, in 1871,
Cooke was granted a Civil List pension that was only £100 a year [71]
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In 1870 he founded a company, “The Patent Stone-Cutting and Tunnelling Machinery Company Limited” to set up and use the saws in
London where there was, Cooke claimed, no end of building work which could be supplied.[72] It had a capital of £40,000 in 4000 shares
of £10 each. [73] A wharf was purchased on the south bank of the River Thames at Nine Elms in Battersea, it is thought at Downey’s
Wharf on Downey’s Dock Road, and the long established company of Powis, James & Co. Victoria Works, Battersea, who made
woodworking machinery, were licensed to manufacture the patent machines. It may be that this was a formalising in a limited company
Cooke and Hunter’s existing partnership in an attempt also to reduce any future financial liability. 1870 also saw the Munros patent in one
go in the USA all their own variations on the tools and even the original 1855 version of James and Georges tool and holder! [74] This is
shown in figures 46 to 49
It was rather late, no sooner had the company been set up than Cooke’s situation became so dire that a committee of his friends was set up
to look after his finances, and took over his shares in the Patent Stone Cutting Company but the writing was on the wall. [75] The same
year, or possibly a year earlier or so, he withdrew from a major role in both the Maenofferen and Bettws companies, staying on as an
ordinary Director and, along with George they became “tenants” of the Abercwmeiddau Quarry, near Corris.
George moved his family from Maentwrog to Aberdovey. It appears no less than five children had been born during their time in
Maentwrog. The first was Elizabeth Allen in 1863, but who died in 1866. Next was Alena or Alma in 1864 and Frank in 1866 both of
whom survived. The fourth Albert Cooke was born in 1867, but died in the month of his birth. He was followed in 1868 by Alice Louisa,
who died shortly after the move to Aberdovey. Finally a second Albert was born at Aberdovey in 1870. [76] It is possible that the deaths
were due to Typhoid, which was endemic in the Ffestiniog area at the time or to other causes.
We don’t know how long Cooke and Hunter association with the quarry had been going on, but the tunnelling machine was certainly used
there, as was the undercutter, for both were lying there, abandoned when the quarry was offered for sale in 1871. A report described the
tunnels as 7ft 4in diameter, 150 yards long across the vein with a similar tunnel and cross level at a higher level, with a vertical shaft
between them.[77] This would seem to suggest a serious trial or demonstration of their proposed methods of quarrying had been attempted.
These are illustrated in figures 61 to 66.
This was the end of Cooke and Hunter’s welsh adventure, their next and last joint patent was in 1870, it was primarily a development of
the idea in the 1866 cutting machine patent for using barrels to cut profiles in stone. [78] In it the massive barrels were abandoned in favour
of individual rings of varying diameters which could be assembled along the axle to give the required profile. Once the cutting tools had
done their job of cutting away the bulk of the material, then a simple steel profile piece could smooth the resulting shape. It was a return to
the “roughing” and “finishing” approach of the 1835 planer, but with much greater flexibility. The patent allowed for several variations,
the most logical being the replacement of the horizontal axle with a vertical spindle to one side of the moving table, thus making the
arrangement of a profile much easier. The table could be inclined at an angle to the cutting spindle for more effect. Another variation
provided for a pair of spindles, one on each side of a central table, but mounted with the usual large diameter cutting discs, which cut to
within an inch or so of one another.
Several machines were produced to the patent by Powis, James & Co. and appeared in their, and their successors, James, Western &
Co.’s, catalogues from 1873 onwards, indeed, it is possible that the patent was deliberately produced for them. [79, 80] See figures 67-72.
Cooke now returned to Surrey, and George along with his family removed to London, and set up home at 12 South Street, in Battersea,
presumably to be close to the Stone Works at Nine Elms and to the James, Western & Co. works. [81] Here his brother James joined him
for a time, giving his profession as “Engineer.” James had been an Apprentice Pattern Maker in Springburn in 1861. He subsequently
returned to Scotland where he married Mary Chaplin of Forfar in 1875. By which time he described himself as a “Power Loom
Mechanic.” [82]
At some point Cooke’s enthusiasm for London was justified when Peter and Alexander Thorn “had in hand a large quantity of Portlandstone ashlar salvaged from Robert Mylne's Blackfriars Bridge of the 1760s, which they had acquired as the demolition contractors a few
years earlier, and the building of these large houses provided a fine opportunity to make use of it. Reworking of the old stone was carried
out at the Patent Stone-working Machinery Company's premises adjoining York Road station, Battersea, using Fothergill-Cooke &
Hunter's patent machinery.” [83]
In 1871 the Civil and Mechanical Engineers Society paid a visit to the Stone works and were very impressed with the machinery, but
neither Cooke nor George were apparently present, the Engineer reported as follows:
“The most powerful machine on the premises is an arrangement of a pair of saws, each 5ft 4in in diameter, that work horizontally upon
upright shafts and in their work meet each other within about an inch. The sawn slab separates readily and uniformly at the middle of the
piece left uncut. Each of these saws has forty-four cutting tools round its periphery. These are carried in holders that are wedged into the
outer edge of of the saw plates, and have holes forged in them for the reception of the tools… We had an opportunity of timing the work of
this machine, and found that its performance was, as near as possible, 1ft superficial per minute. A block of Portland stone, 5ft 9in by 4ft
wide, and a slab of 2 ½ in thick taken off by the machine in rather less than twenty-five minutes. This machine will take a block 4ft 6in
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wide, and is capable of a better performance than that witnessed without straining or disturbing the machinery. As it was working the
machine was earning about £3 per day….. The saws that work vertically are 2ft 6in in diameter, and have each eighteen cutters. It is
equal to taking three saws and cuts of about 8 ½ in deep. A new machine is about to be fitted up that will run out from five to six pieces of
ashlar from a stone 3ft wide by 18in thick. This is expected to accomplish in a quarter of an hour by one operation, whereas the same
quantity of work would require fully half a day for its accomplishment by sand saws.
Of the four remaining machines one was operated by cutters arranged upon a vertical shaft; the others are fixed to horizontal shafts that
are raised an lowered, according to their work, with the greatest facility and niceity. The tools in these machines are of the same diameter
as the saw teeth – 5/8in –but are of punched discs of steel about 1/8 in thick.
The tools in the planning and moulding machines are fastened to holders that are bolted to the shafts; there is a pair of tools at each end
of the holder. Although the holders, when fixed upon the shafts to act obliquely, as appears, upon the stone passing under the cutters, and
in such a manner as seems incompatible with the production of any definite form, they are nevertheless, so arranged and so act as to turn
out mouldings of a large size, with many members rough cut with great accuracy. The work is finished by being passed tow or three times
under cutting or scraping tools of the precise form of moulding to be produced. For a moulding of many members, some of them deeply
cut, more than one of these finishing tools is sometimes employed. The mouldings, as completed, are equal to the best work laboriously
polished by hand. Mitred work is also executed by the machines with perfect accuracy, as we saw from the returned mouldings on the
ends of the stair steps in process of being dressed.
The machine that has its tools fixed to a vertical spindle is capable of executing perfect turned work in bases, caps, balustrade pillars,
vases and the like. In turning, the stone turned, as well as the cutters, revolves each upon its own axis. This machine and the others that
take such work, are equal to 40ft lineal per day of finished breast work moulded for stairs.
The gearing by which the machines are driven is simple and efficient. The travelling tables are fed forward by screws, and are eased by
sets of friction rollers. The slabbing machine can work at 20 ft per minute for a cut of 4ft 6in. the feed rope works upon a grooved pulley
which is fixed on a tube, on the end of which there is a mitre wheel, which works into another mitre on the end of the feed screw; this gives
the feeding motion while the machine is sawing. This grooved pulley can be released from the tube when the cut is finished, leaving the
tube at liberty to revolve by means of a pulley passed over it, and driven by a 5in. leather strap. This strap can be shifted over from that
pulley to another, which is entirely at liberty; or it may be shifted further on to another, which is tight to the spindle which passes through
the tube. On this spindle there is another mitre that can be put in gear and out, for reversing the motion of the table. The whole of the
machinery is driven by a portable engine of 8 horespower nominal. The power employed may be inferred from the statement that the
driving drum is 12in diameter, running at eighty revolutions per minute for the 5in strap. The cylinders are 9in; and the usual pressure
25lb.
For what they undertake – and their work embraces a very varied range – the stone working machinery of Fothergill-Cooke, and Hunter
seems decidedly satisfactory.” [84] I have quoted this at length rather than attempt to give a detailed description of the variations on the
patent as it gives a good feel for that end of the business.
Despite this positive report, in 1874 the Patent Stone Working etc. Company was wound up and the plant and machinery sold off. [85]
One of the effects of Munros gaining their own patents was that the process of losing Cooke’s and George’s names had already begun, the
newspapers began to report along the lines of “another of Munro’s machines” was installed etc. James, Western & Co.’s Catalogue while
referring to the Patent Stone Working machines, did not say whose patents they were, and gave the impression that the patents belonged to
them. Thus after about 1867 it is not possible to say with any certainty that machines from Munros were to the Hunter patents rather than
their own variations.
For example, in October 1871, the Dundee Courier reported that “Munro’s powerful new patent saw” had been set up at Leysmill quarry
for the new lessee – no less than the William Adamson, co patentee with Munros. It had two discs 4ft 9in in diameter and could cut a 6in
thick block at 12 in per minute and a 20in thick block at 8 in per minute. [86]
Again in November 1872 the Dundee Courier, quoting an English report concerning the Hawcoat Quarry near Barrow in Furness said:
“Some time ago we had occasion to notice that a patent stone cutting machine had been fitted up at Hawcoat Quarry by the Messrs
Munro, Foundry Works, Arbroath, and this machine having proved to effect a great saving of labour and material, another is now being
fitted up by the Furness Railway Company, in order to enable them to carry out the many building schemes with greater rapidity. We are
informed that it is intended to construct another four of these machines on an early day. We believe the Messrs Munro have machines of
eight different sizes, the largest having fifteen feet discs, sufficient to cut a stone about six feet thick, while the smallest have discs about
two feet in diameter. We understand the latter are very useful for cutting the pavement stones designated as “jointing stones.” Two discs
or more are placed on each machine, according to the requirements of the builder, and common freestone is cut at the rate of six inches a
minute and limestone at the rate of three inches a minute. We were shown large blocks of stone cut in a very easy, neat manner, and they
were almost ready for polishing. Different”sets of cutting tools” are used for the various kinds of stone, hard stones being easily cut up as
required. The whole machinery is simple, works smoothly and there is no doubt that the patent cutting machines at Hawcoat will
commend themselves to quarry masters and builders. Mr W.Ree and others from the works of Messrs Munro, Arbroath are at present
fitting up the machines at Hawcoat.” [87]
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The same paper reported in March 1879 that Munros produced a stone cutting machine for Stockfield in Northumberland with 9ft
diameter discs, 3¼in thick weighing 50 tons or so. [88]
In 1876 George produced his last stone-moulding machine patent, based on multiple tools on duplex spindles which could act on both
sides of a stone at the same time. [89] The patent was again apparently used by James, Western & Co., on whose behalf it had been perhaps
devised. See figures 73 to 75.
By now he was living at 18 Queen’s Road, Battersea, where, in 1878, Eliza died, aged 36. [90] George remarried quite quickly to a Hannah
Emanuel, of Corris. She was not present at South Street for the 1871 census, even as a servant, so how she came to be so close to George
is not at all clear. It may be that George felt Battersea was unhealthy, for by the 1881 census, the family was living at Linnden Cottages in
Egham, Surrey, with Frank and Albert, but no sign of Alena or George junior. There was a new daughter, Edith May, 10 months old, a
second daughter, Lilian Violet followed in 1882. [91] Due to problems in transcription, it is possible that Alena or Alma was the Alina
Hunter, recorded as a daughter of George Hunter, who married one Robert Charles Purvel in 1890, but I can have been unable to trace
either either party backwards or forwards from this. George’s eldest son, Peter James Harold Hunter, employed as a Mason, then living at
12 Gladstone Street, Battersea, had married Rose White, a Platelayer’s daughter from Chard, in Somerset, in August 1880. They
subsequently lived at Denham Road, also in Egham, and had numerous children. [92]
From 1879 onwards the Victoria works, home to James, Western & Co (successors to Powis, James & Co.) was gradually taken over by
the “Anglo-American Brush Electric Light Company” – and by 1884 James Western & Co were only trading in wood-working machinery
and from their Chaddesden works, near Derby.

Cooke ceased to be a director of the Bettws company in 1877, so presumably Cookes’s shares in both the Maenofferen and Bettws y Coed
Slate companies had been sold off some time previously to prop up his finances for, when Cooke died in 1879 in seclusion at his son-inlaw’s at Farnham in Surrey, his estate amounted to a mere £17.[93] His obituary said this (among much else): “Mr. Cooke’s energies and
inventive faculties were…, for some years devoted to the perfecting (in conjunction with George Hunter, of Arbroath) of an entire system
of machinery for working stone, slate, and other minerals, beginning at the quarry, and carrying out every operation systematically up to
the most ornamental work for building purposes.”
“His leading characteristic was perhaps the indomitable energy and perseverance with which he threw himself into, and thoroughly
worked out, whatever he undertook, and which for the time would absorb his whole interest.” [94]
With the closure of the Patent Stone cutting works and the probable downsizing of James, Western & Co’s Victoria works, it seems very
likely that in the latter case it was the stone-working department which was first to go, so by 1881 or 1882 George had no work and cast
about for employment to support his young family. James, Western and Co., would probably have provided a reference if needed, but
George would have to sell himself and his skills somehow. Even Munros had fallen into difficulties and in 1881 their entire business was
broken up and the plant and foundry sold, so there was no refuge for him there. [95] The result appears to have been him dusting off some
“unfinished business” with the tunnelling machines and in 1882 George’s last patent appeared.[96] It looked, and indeed read, very much
like an uncompleted patent of about 1868, intended to follow Cooke’s patent for the traversers, but now updated to allow for the
application of compressed air to drive the tunneller, it also gave considerable details of the undercutting machines. Strangely the tunneller
was not a ring machine, but rather a reversion to the chuck type, with a concentric differential screw gear to drive it. However, the frame
was to be clamped to the tunnel walls by the same conical ended bolts which could be glimpsed on the 1867 patent drawings. George
wrote, “I employ as framing two three-armed end frames connected together by a central tube. …by this arrangement having the lower
arms spreading out, and having all the gearing above the central shaft, great convenience is secured for the removal of the core of the
boring after it is detached from the rock.” See figures 76 and 77.
The undercutting machine now had two discs and could cut above or below the machine or even both at the same time. “For this purpose
I provide a vertical shaft… this has at either of its ends or at both ends a revolving saw armed with cutters at its edge, either saw being
removable and capable of being slid a little lengthwise along the shaft, so that the distance between the saws, when both are used, can be
varied when required.” It is curious that George now referred to the cutting discs as “saws.” Indeed the patent illustrated several
variations on the undercutter theme. All used a rectangular main frame which consisted of girders at either end, joined by a pair of strong
cylindrical rods. The cutting disc carriage was free to slide along these two rods from end to end. Also between the girders were the main
drive shaft and a feed screw. At one end the drive shaft was driven by a pair of belt pulleys at right angles to one another, coupled by
bevel gears – presumably so that the belt drive could be in either direction. At the other end the main shaft drove the feed screw via belts
and pinions to give the appropriate ratios. At the four corners of the frame were mounting points for some form of clamp, to fix the
machine in position in the workings. One can imagine that these may have taken the form of the typical “quarry bar” often used for
mounting drills, and looking something like a modern “acro-prop.” To enable the machine to be moved about, I would imagine that at the
bottom of these clamps would have been a retractable wheel – probably like the ones shown in the tunneller diagram.
The first variation seems strangely suggestive of an undercutter design created before the internal gearing of the 1866 patent was
developed. The cutting disc frame was mounted on the rods, and connected to the feed screw by the usual dividing nut. A sliding pinion
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keyed onto the main shaft drove a second pinion mounted on the cutting frame on a short shaft which had at its other end a worm screw.
This drove onto a worm wheel attached to the strong vertical shaft which carried conventional cutting discs at either end. In this version
there was no provision to swing the cutting discs outward, they could only move along with the cutting frame parallel to the rods of the
main frame. See figure 78.
The second variation utilises the same type of drive arrangements described for the 1866 undercutter. The cutting disc frame was now
driven by a sliding worm gear on the main shaft, driving directly onto a worm wheel which drove a strong vertical shaft which terminated
in the internal gears which drove the cutting rings. Concentric with this shaft were two independent trunnions which were connected to the
eccentric support rings, and which had their own worm wheels and worms above and below the main drive worm to swing the cutting
rings in and out of the rock. Each worm was manually adjusted. See figure 79.
A third variation provided for a machine in which a conventional cutting disc was mounted in a vertical plane at the end of a long shaft.
This was preceded by what George called a “chasing cutter” which cut out a slot in which the cutting disc shaft and boss could move
along.
A fourth variation provided a different frame arrangement for working in the side of a pit!
All in all the variations fit in well with the methods of quarrying proposed by Cooke in his 1867 patent, so to what extent they were
modified from what George may have intended to patent in say 1868, is difficult to say. However, given that the tunneller was adapted for
compressed air perhaps that was the limit of the modifications to the undercutters as well.
To separate the rock after cutting he suggested: “A bar made in halves has each half hollowed so that when the two halves are put
together they present an internal cavity, this hollow I charge with explosive and insert the bar along the bottom of the saw cut so that
when the explosive is fired the mass receives from the explosion a blow which separates it from the body of the rock.”
What happened at this point is still a mystery, but from the details below, one may guess that George eventually found work with the
North Eastern Railway company, and moved to York as a result – but that is all it is, at present, a guess.
George’s death, like that of many of his children, proved elusive. However, the most likely match is George Hunter, whom the York
Herald described as an “Engineer, late of Battersea” of 25 Scarborough Terrace, York and who died, “aged 55,” on the 23rd January 1887.
[97]
The Calendar of Probates additionally informs us that he was an Engineer with the North Eastern Railway and his executors were two
fitters from the same Company and who lived in the same street, his effects were rather more than those of William Cooke, amounting to
£384.[98] This location may explain why, when Hannah Hunter married again in the same year, it was to a George Whincup (or Whincuts),
a railway signalman of Copmanthorpe, York. The 1891 census shows them at 3 Railway Crescent accompanied by Lilian Violet Hunter,
but of Edith May there is no sign – and like several of the Hunter children, I have so far been unable to trace when and where she died. [99]
Hannah apparently died in 1901 in Great Ousebourne, Yorkshire. [100] There is some confusion in the ancestry.com records over Hannah
which I have been unable to resolve satisfactorily.
The production of “Hunter saws” did not cease with their inventor’s death, for instance: Following F.J.Barnes, of the “Portland Stone Co
Ltd,” takeover of the Stone Working & Quarry Co. (Portland) Ltd, in September 1891, he renamed it 'The Portland Stone Quarries, Steam
Saw Mills, Masonry & Turning Works.' He then modernized the “Station Works” and had a Hunter saw installed. In a publication giving
an overview of the Portland stone industry, which was published in 1896, there are references to a Hunter saw installation, and also to
Messrs. Webber & Pangbourne using a “dry “ circular saw, a term sometimes used for a Hunter. It also contains a picture of this sawwhich certainly looks like an under-table axle Hunter saw. [101] Also in 1896 the Oakeley Slate Quarries at Blaenau Ffestiniog were
constructing a new “Slab Mill” and to equip it they turned to the Hunter saw, ordering a pair from DeWinton’s at Caernarfon. DeWinton’s
proved difficult and another order went to Owen’s foundry as well. [102] They supplied a pair of apparantly conventional saw tables but
with a Hunter type blade. However, later inventories are confusing, some describe them as “Screw-fed, gear driven” – which is certainly a
Hunter, although the same inventories call them “single Hunters” or “semi-Hunter” and even “Hunter-portable!” The Owen machines
being described as “for large slabs” with no mention of the blade type, perhaps they were reverted to a large steel type saw ? [103] I suspect
that they were simply single bladed Hunter saws, perhaps with the saw axle below the table top, as in a conventional slate saw. Inventories
for Hafodlas in 1906 use a similar nomenclature – they refer to “Large Double Hunter,” “Small Double Hunter,” “Extra Large Double
Hunter,” and “Small Single Hunter” machines. Unfortunately these titles which were obviously clearly understood by the people of the
time, are no longer so, and without further information we are somewhat in the dark. [104]
Sadly by the beginning of the 20th century, although some Hunter type saws were still to be found in various quarries around the country,
they tended to be referred to as “dry saws,” the names of Hunter and Cooke being almost forgotten. It was only in North Wales, and in
Ffestiniog in particular that the name was remembered, and even as late as May 1957 an old Hunter blade from the Votty and Bowydd
Quarry was photographed for the Oakeley Quarry Magazine “Caban.” [105] They had by then long been displaced by diamond tipped saws,
the main producer of which was Anderson Grice, of Carnoustie. The founder of that firm, George Anderson, had been born in Leysmill,
and when the Munros were made bankrupt in 1880, he bought up the old Arbroath Foundry and worked there producing stone-working
machines until the need for larger premises forced the move to Carnoustie. [106] We may suspect that his initial machines bore more than a
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passing resemblance to those of Hunter, Cooke, Munro and Adamson. One interesting machine produced by Anderson and his partner
Grice was a patent in 1904 for a double diamond saw with separate tables – an updated version of the Cooke and Hunter 1866 patent! See
figures 81 and 82.
Another interesting connection is that Nicol Esplin, the son of a later Leysmill Quarry manager, set up a works at Leysmill Quarry around
1900 – and his advertisements show a “Stone Sawing Machine” with two blades more akin to the Munro arrangement than the Hunter.
[107]
See figure 80.
There are very few pictures of the various machines, most illustrations being taken from the patent drawings, although, as remarked
above, a remarkable pair of photographs of the 1865 double tunneller were found in an auction only a few years ago. There are a couple of
photographs of the smaller version of the 1866 saws as used in Graig Ddu (Manod) Quarry in Ffestiniog and at the Delabole Quarry, in
Cornwall, a postcard of the undertable axle saw in the Prison quarry workshop in Portland, and an illustration of one in use at another
Portland stone works, but that is all. Sadly, no images of James or George Hunter are known, and apart from the bare bones which we can
glean from the Census and related information, we know little of their lives or personalities. Two sidelights on George are letters he wrote
to the Engineer in June 1860 from Coleford on the subject of rifling in gun barrels and cannon, with which he seemed familiar, and
another from Egham in 1882 on the subject of steam engine condensers again suggesting that he had been involved in their installation.
[108, 109]

However, modern works and papers charting the history of tunnelling machines often mention one of George and Cook’s machines, the
Self-roadway Drum tunneller from their 1866 joint patent. Unfortunately, it is the one machine which it is almost certain was never
constructed, and although the circular bores cut by their other machines still can be found in the quarries of Maenofferen and
Abercwmeiddau, their creators and their actual machines go unremarked. Had the tunnellers and over/under cutters been tried in some
other material than welsh slate, and in a more visible locality than a remote corner of Wales, perhaps it would have been their names
associated with the first Channel Tunnel attempt, rather than the inventors Brunton, Beaumont and English?
Finally, people often ask “If the Hunter saw was so successful in cutting slate slabs why was it not more widely adopted rather than the
traditional iron saw?” The reasons are not difficult to determine. A basic two bladed Hunter saw cost around £200, something like ten
times the cost of an “iron” saw, further, the Hunter saw worked best when dealing with thick blocks, not the relatively thin and easily
handled blocks needed by the slate makers. Hunter saws almost always required the services of an overhead crane to handle their work.
Also, the distinctive “lay” of the Hunter tools gave the blocks a rough edge, again not liked by the slate makers who preferred a relatively
smooth surface to lay their chisels along the grain – unless a further time consuming stage was added to plane off the lays. Even as late as
1914, when the Hafodlas machinery was valued, a Hunter saw was worth four times as much as a conventional saw.[110] One has only to
take a walk round Bettws y Coed to see at almost every turn blocks of Hunter saw cut slate used for architectural purposes – blocks far too
large for the iron saws to deal with. Given Munro’s apparent successful production of a variety of stone working machines, it may be that
there were far more machines produced whose origins could be traced to the Cooke and Hunter patents than was previously thought.
Let us leave the last word to an expert: In 1884, Manfred Powis Bale, one time manager of Powis, James & Co., wrote a book which he
modestly claimed to be the first book to be written on Stone Working by Machinery, and in it said the following, “As many of the latest
forms of machines and cutting tools for working stone have been based on Messrs Hunter and Cooke’s patents, … we think they are fully
entitled, as we have before remarked, to be considered the forerunners of modern stone-working by machine. As regards the earlier
constructors of Stone-Working machinery of which we have any reliable records, the names of James Tulloch of London, and Mr James
Hunter of Forfarshire will always hold a foremost place.” [111]

Graham Isherwood, edited and amended June 2016
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Figure 1. James Hunter’s 1835 Patent – the “Power Stone Planer”
As depicted in the “Prize-essays and Transactions of the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland, 1837

Figure 2. James Hunter’s Stone Sleeper Block Boring Machines
As depicted in the “Mechanics Magazine” No.780 for 1838
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Figure 3. James & George Hunter’s 1855 Patent “Stone Cutting Machine”
As depicted in the “Practical Mechanics Journal” for 1859.
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Figure 4. James & George Hunter’s Patent Tool Holder & Tool (Patent No. 913/1855)
As depicted in the patent drawings.

Figures 5, 6. George Hunter’s Patent No.942 of 1862 – Stone Cutter and Planer end views
As depicted in the patent drawings.

Figure 7. George Hunter’s Patent No.942 of 1862 – Stone-cutter side view
As depicted in the patent drawings.

Figure 8. George Hunter’s Patent No.942 of 1862 – Sectional Interpretation of Cutting Disc and Planer Mounting
Adapted from the patent drawings
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Figure 9. George Hunter’s Patent No.942 of 1862 – Alternative Cutter Axle arrangement plan
As depicted in the patent drawings.

Figure 10. George Hunter’s Patent No.942 of 1862 – Alternative Cutter Axle arrangement Section
As depicted in the patent drawings.

Figure 11 & 12 George Hunter’s Patent No.942 of 1862 – Rubbing Table end view and Planing Disc section
As depicted in the patent drawings.
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Figure 13. The “Classic” Hunter Saw by DeWinton of Caernarfon – At Delabole Quarry, Cornwall. Note single table.
Courtesy & Copyright British Geological Society

Figure 14. An under table Hunter saw at Portland Prison Quarry workshop. Note split tables.
From an undated old postcard
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Figure 15. George Hunter’s Patent No. 1244 of 1864 – The first Tunnelling Machine – side view. Note top screw clamps.
As depicted in the patent drawings

Figure 16 & 17. George Hunter’s Patent No. 1244 of 1864 – The first Tunnelling Machine – front and rear views. Note adjustable slides
on front view and side screw clamps on rear view (top clamp omitted for clarity)
As depicted in the patent drawings
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Figure 18. George Hunter and W.F.Cooke’s Patent 3297 of 1865 – The Double Tunneller. Note turbine supply pipe.
Photograph courtesy David Pollard

Figure 19. George Hunter and W.F.Cooke’s Patent 3297 of 1865 – The Double Tunneller. Note drive belt missing between turbine and
rear pulley. Photograph courtesy David Pollard
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Figure 20. George Hunter and W.F.Cooke’s Patent 3297 of 1865 – The Double Tunneller – plan view
As depicted in the patent drawings

Figure 21. George Hunter and W.F.Cooke’s Patent 3297 of 1865 – The Double Tunneller – rear end view
As depicted in the patent drawings
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Figure 22. George Hunter and W.F.Cooke’s Patent 3297 of 1865 – The Double Tunneller – side view fixed “chuck”. Note inset of
adjustable chuck as in 1864 patent. As depicted in the patent drawings

Figure 23. George Hunter and W.F.Cooke’s Patent 3297 of 1865 – The Double Concentric (Contra-rotating) Tunneller
As depicted in the patent drawings

Figure 24 & 25. George Hunter and W.F.Cooke’s Patent 433 of 1866 – The Self Roadway Drum Tunneller
As depicted in the patent drawings
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Figure 26. George Hunter and W.F.Cooke’s Patent 433 of 1866 – Open Centre Tunneller
Conjectural view based on the patent drawings

Figure 27. George Hunter and W.F.Cooke’s Patent 433 of 1866 – Open Centre Tunneller.
Top left – front of cutting ring frame. Top right - rear of cutting ring frame. Bottom rear of rear support frame.
Sectional views based on the patent drawings
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Figure 28 & 29. George Hunter and W.F.Cooke’s Patent 433 of 1866 – Over-cutting Machine
Side view showing extreme disc positions and End view showing depth of cut based on the patent drawings

Figure 30. George Hunter and W.F.Cooke’s Patent 433 of 1866 – Over-cutting Machine – plan view
As depicted in the patent drawings
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Figure 31. Crump & Brereton’s U.S. Patent Rotary Quarrier & Stone Shaper 1881 (No. 298,353)
As depicted in the patent drawings

Figure 32 & 33. Crump & Brereton’s U.S. Patent 1885 Stone Cutting Machine (No. 318,962)
As depicted in the patent drawings
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Figure 34. George Hunter & W.F.Cooke’s Patent 2192 of 1866 Stone-cutting Machine
As depicted in the “Engineer” 14th December 1866, Courtesy Graces Guide (A version of the patent drawings)
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Figure 35. Remains of Hafodlas Mill at Bettws y Coed, showing remains, Hunter Saw beds emphasized. 1866 Patent type on left, 1862
patent type on right.
From a drawing in “Hafod-Las Quarry” by Griff Jones.

Figure 36. George Hunter & W.F.Cooke’s 1866 Patent –conjectural “Production Line” concept using double table saws.
Based on the author’s sketch of Hafodlas Mill.
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Figure 37. George Hunter & W.F.Cooke’s Patent 2192 of 1866 Chain Drive – side view
As depicted in the patent drawings

Figure 38. George Hunter & W.F.Cooke’s Patent 2192 of 1866 Chain Drive – half-plan view
As depicted in the patent drawings

Figure 39. W.F.Cooke’s Patent No.2580 of 1867 – Tunnelling Machine Traverser. Note rear view of a tunneller in 1st tunnel.
As depicted in the patent drawings.
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Figure 40. Archibald Munro’s Patent No. 1426 of 1868 Stone-cutting Machine
As depicted in the patent drawings.

Figure 41. Archibald Munro’s Patent No. 1426 of 1868 Stone-shaping Machine
As depicted in the patent drawings.
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Figure 42. Archibald Munro and William Adamson’s Patent 494 of 1869 Stone planing machine – reciprocating head
As depicted in the patent drawings.

Figure 43.
Archibald Munro and William Adamson’s Patent 494 of 1869 Stone planing machine – reciprocating table
As depicted in the patent drawings.

Figure 44. Archibald Munro and William Adamson’s Patent 494 of 1869 Stone planing machine – reciprocating beam. Note similarity to
the original James Hunter planer of 1835. As depicted in the patent drawings.

Figure 45. Archibald Munro and William Adamson’s Patent 494 of 1869 Patent Tools and Holders. As depicted in the patent drawings.
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Figure 46, 47, 48 & 49. Archibald Munro and William Adamson’s 1870 U.S. Patent No.104055 Tools and Holders.
As depicted in the patent drawings.
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Figure 50 & 51. Hunter Saw Lays – Hafodlas Quarry Mill Buildings, Bettws y Coed.

Figure 52. Hunter Saw Lays – Braich Ddu Quarry, Trawsfynydd

Figure 53 & 54. Trial Single Tunneller Bore, Maenofferen Quarry, Blaenau Ffestiniog
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Figure 55 & 56. Trial Multiple Tunneller Bores, Maenofferen Quarry, Blaenau Ffestiniog

Figure 57 & 58. Inside Trial Multiple Tunneller Bores, Maenofferen Quarry, Blaenau Ffestiniog

Figure 59 & 60. “Cooke’s Level” – Multiple Trial Bore, Floor B, Maenofferen Quarry, Blaenau Ffestiniog
Historical photo and 1981 inside view – this whole area is now worked away.
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Figure 61 & 62. Remains of Multiple & Single Tunneller Bores, Abercwmeiddau Quarry, Corris

Figure 63 & 64. Inside the Multiple Tunneller Bores, Abercwmeiddau Quarry, Corris

Figure 65 &66. The “Binoculars” – Remains of Multiple Tunneller Bores, Abercwmeiddau Quarry, Corris Note that the original levels or
floors which would have provided access and support for the machines have long been quarried away.
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Figure 67 & 68. George Hunter & W.F. Cooke’s 1870 Patent No.1202 Stone Moulding & Planing Machine – end view
As depicted in Powis, James, Western & Co.’s Catalogue for 1873

Figure 69 & 70. George Hunter & W.F. Cooke’s 1870 Patent No.1202 Stone Sawing Machine
As depicted in Powis, James, Western & Co.’s Catalogue for 1873

Figure 71 & 72. George Hunter & W.F. Cooke’s 1870 Patent No.1202 Stone Moulding & Shaping Machine
As depicted in Powis, James, Western & Co.’s Catalogue for 1873
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Figure 73. George Hunter’s 1876 Patent No.3740 Double-sided Stone Moulding Machine
As depicted in M.Powis-Bale’s “Stone Working Machinery” 1884

Figure 74. George Hunter’s 1876 Patent No.3740 Double-sided Stone Moulding Machine
As depicted in the patent drawings
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Figure 75. Machine made stone mouldings from Powis, James, Western & Co.’s Catalogue for 1873

Figure 76 & 77. George Hunter’s 1882 Patent No.3138 compressed-air driven Tunneller – side & end view
As depicted in the patent drawings
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Figure 78. George Hunter’s 1882 Patent No.3138 Under-cutter – first version – drive axis in centre. As depicted in the patent drawings

Figure 79. George Hunter’s 1882 Patent No.3138 Under-cutter – second version – drive axis off-centre.
As depicted in the patent drawings
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Figure 80. Nicol Esplin’s Advertisement for Machinery ca. 1900
Courtesy J.D.Ellis

Figure 81. Anderson & Grice’s Patent No.14681 Double Table Double Diamond Saw 1904
As depicted in the patent drawings
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Figure 82. Anderson & Grice’s Patent No.14681 Single Table Double Diamond Saw 1904
Works illustration – courtesy J.D.Ellis

Figure 83. All that remains – a Hunter saw tooth and holder unearthed from the ruins of Hafodlas Mill, Bettws y Coed.
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